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“Sexy, surprising, funny, insightful, and wildly entertaining” (Huffington Post)—the definitive

biography of Giacomo Casanova, the impoverished boy who became the famous writer,

notorious libertine, and self-invented genius in decadent eighteenth-century Europe.Today,

“Casanova” is a synonym for “great lover,” yet the real story of this remarkable figure is little

known. A figure straight out of a Henry Fielding novel, Giacomo Casanova was erotic, brilliant,

impulsive, and desperate for recognition; a self-destructive genius. Over the course of his

lifetime, he claimed to have seduced more than one hundred women, among them married

women, young women in convents, girls just barely in their teens, women of high and low birth

alike.Abandoned by his mother, an actress and courtesan, Casanova was raised by his

illiterate grandmother, coming of age in a Venice filled with spies and political intrigue. He was

intellectually curious and read forbidden books, for which he was jailed. He staged a dramatic

escape from Venice’s notorious prison, I Piombi, the only person known to have done so. He

then fled to France, ingratiated himself at the royal court, and invented the national lottery that

still exists to this day. He crisscrossed Europe, landing for a while in St. Petersburg, where he

was admitted to the court of Catherine the Great. He corresponded with Voltaire and met

Mozart and Lorenzo da Ponte—assisting them as they composed the timeless opera Don

Giovanni. And he wrote what many consider the greatest memoir of the era, the twelve-volume

Story of My Life.Laurence Bergreen’s Casanova recounts this astonishing life in rich, intimate

detail, and at the same time, paints a dazzling portrait of eighteenth-century Europe, filled with

a cast characters from serving girls to kings and courtiers, “great fun for any history

lover” (Kirkus Reviews).

“Casanova is a brilliant account of the life, adventures and tribulations of this 18th-century

Venetian adventurer and author. To all those who seem to think sex was invented in their

lifetime, I suggest they take a look back in time and see if they can’t learn a thing or two from a

true master.” (Dr. Ruth Westheimer, Author of The Doctor Is In: Dr. Ruth on Love, Life and Joie

de Vivre )"Sexy, surprising, funny, insightful, and wildly entertaining." (The Huffington

Post)“Casanova's adventures include plenty of juicy details, and Bergreen weaves in just

enough to prove his reputation. . . . Great fun for any history lover.” (Kirkus Reviews)“[Bergreen]

conveys much of his subject’s charm in this retelling of many seductions. . . . Readers will enjoy

the bold characterization and fascinating social history of eighteenth-century

Europe.” (Booklist)“Few readers of Laurence Bergreen’s new biography, Casanova: The World

of a Seductive Genius, will emerge from it wholly disapproving of this remarkable man. . . . His

saving graces included limitless curiosity, resilience and joie de vivre, as he bounced

shamelessly from one misadventure to the next.” (Anthony Gottlieb The New York Times Book

Review)About the AuthorLaurence Bergreen is an award-winning biographer and historian. His

books have been translated into twenty-five languages worldwide. Among his books are

biographies of Christopher Columbus, Giacomo Casanova, Marco Polo, Ferdinand Magellan,

Louis Armstrong, Al Capone, and Irving Berlin. He lives in New York City.Excerpt. © Reprinted

by permission. All rights reserved.CasanovaPREFACENowadays, Giacomo Casanova signifies

the archetypical Latin lover, and there’s a bit of Casanova in nearly everyone. But to his

eighteenth-century contemporaries, the name Casanova meant something else—the Venetian

adventurer, spy, duelist, gambler, escape artist, and author of nearly one hundred novels,



poems, and treatises. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Voltaire, Catherine the Great of Russia,

Benjamin Franklin, Mozart, and Lorenzo Da Ponte—the librettist for Mozart’s Don Giovanni and

a flamboyant figure in his own right—all were friends and correspondents. To them, Giacomo

Casanova personified the spirit of liberation and, more than that, libertinism—unrestrained

sexual pleasure. We think of Europe in the eighteenth century as the Age of Revolution or the

Age of Enlightenment, but it was also the Age of Casanova, the Venetian arriviste who

incarnated its passions and pleasures. And we think of Casanova as a great narcissist, yet he

played many other roles in society as he sought to find a place to match his exalted yet fragile

self-image. He was a genuinely outrageous figure who also happened to be a literary,

psychological, and mathematical genius; a master of self-invention and self-promotion; a

dedicated cardsharp, con artist, and escape artist who devised the French lottery (still in use

today); and made himself into one of the first celebrities of the modern era.Why are we still

fascinated by this upstart more than two hundred years after his death? He was neither

handsome, nor well-educated, nor well-born. He lacked position and power. Somehow, this

impoverished son of an actress made himself into the most celebrated libertine of all time and

a major literary figure of his era. His was a life lived in letters no less than in the boudoir.

Casanova is legendary for personifying an archetype of the endlessly romantic, promiscuous,

seductive male, yet his lesser known but equally remarkable accomplishments in mathematics

and literature have received belated and only partial recognition. He broke hearts from Venice

to Paris to Prague. Casanova exalted women even as he exploited them. He preferred to make

love (the more romantic the better), not war, as he lived out his sexual and romantic fantasies.

His desire knew no bounds; this was a man who claimed to seduce his own daughter and lured

her into watching him make love to her mother. How did this reckless nobody wind up

consorting with the most beautiful women and the greatest minds of his day? How did he come

to write the consummate erotic memoir? How did this least-loved, cast-off child become the

most celebrated lover in history?The real-life Casanova (in a portrait by his brother Francesco)

bore scant resemblance to the popular image of the fabled seducer. He was tall, at least six

feet two inches, swarthy, angular, with a large forehead and prominent nose that caused him to

resemble a giant goose. He generally wore a powdered wig in the fashion of the time, tight silk

breeches, tricorn black hat, and a tabarro, or cloak, generally black, cascading over the

shoulders, and decorated with frills. Most strikingly of all, true Venetians, and only Venetians,

wore the bauta, or rigid white mask, at all times, or close to it. The nobility, men and women

alike, wore masks in public and often in private. In theaters, ushers made sure that masks were

in place, although patricians could remove them once the play had begun. Patricians meeting

with ambassadors for official reasons had to wear the bauta, as did the envoys. The entire

costume was the face that Venice presented to the world, and to itself.Giacomo Casanova in

profile, c. 1750, by his brother Francesco GiuseppeWomen of the Republic hid behind the eerie

black moretta, a velvet mask held in place with a button in the front teeth, preventing the

wearer from talking. (The named derived from the word moro, Venetian for the color black.) It

was also known as the servetta muta, or “silent mask,” and it was, if anything, even more

stylized and sinister than the bauta. These costumes were not just for Carnival or for balls. With

few exceptions, Venetians wore them year-round, and Venetian laws specified severe

punishments for those who violated the code.Men often found Casanova off-putting and

pompous. “I thought him a blockhead,” wrote the biographer James Boswell after they met. “He

is a dandy, full of himself, blown up with vanity like a balloon and fussing about like a watermill,”

said the Venetian playwright Pietro Chiari, a bitter rival. But women responded to his charm,

attentiveness, and agile cunning. Although he was reluctant to admit it, Casanova was not



completely heterosexual; he was attracted to men disguised as women, and women disguised

as men. Everything about him was ambiguous, both disconcerting and alluring.He slept with

one hundred and twenty-two women, by his count, and perhaps with a few men. In a society

devoted to excess and indulgence, many Venetians boasted of more conquests, but unlike

those other libertines, he recorded every last detail of his exploits in vivid, at times

pornographic, detail. In this Kama Sutra of Venice, he revealed, with surprising accuracy and

meticulousness, the exploits of a lifetime, relishing his peccadilloes, his conquests, reversals,

and carnal indulgences. Seeking revenge for his lack of status at birth, he embarked on a

lifelong quest to right this wrong by putting himself out to stud. He would use sex as a weapon

of class destruction, siring eight children out of wedlock, each with a different woman whom he

refused to marry. At times he behaved like a cad, at other times like a genius. He was the

archetypal bad boyfriend: irresistible, dangerous, amoral. Casanova wasn’t the only dedicated

hedonist of his day nor the most brilliant literary figure, and certainly not the only rogue, but he

was unique in playing all three roles to the hilt.Although Casanova’s place in the history of

sensuality and the lore of love is secure, it comes as a surprise to many that he was a flesh-

and-blood person, an outstanding figure of the Englightenment. His twelve-volume Histoire de

ma vie, written in French, represents the most important source of information about his life

and loves and a kaleidoscopic view of his times. Its three thousand seven hundred pages, in

Casanova’s beautiful, steady hand, repose at the Bibliothèque national de France in Paris.

They are a recent addition. After a French commission declared the work a national treasure,

the BnF paid nine million dollars to acquire the manuscript: the most expensive acquisition in

the library’s history. Casanova, nothing if not vain, would have been extremely proud of this

confirmation of his central place in French letters and the intellectual life of his era.If his epic of

seduction, espionage, and social climbing had been published during his lifetime, it would have

shocked his contemporaries and compromised the lives and reputations of the prominent

Venetians and other important persons whose foibles and escapades make for such enjoyable

reading. Sexual transgressions, even the seduction of his illegitimate daughter, who might have

become pregnant with Casanova’s child—his son and grandson—were revealed here in a

world as regimented as it was amoral.Casanova did publish extensively in his lifetime. He

completed a multivolume science-fiction novel; a history of Poland, also in several volumes;

translated the Iliad into French; composed four hundred poems; devised a polemic refuting

Voltaire; penned nearly two thousand letters on any idea that came into his head; and left

another three thousand pages of unfinished literary projects, all the while pursuing ardent love

affairs and elaborate intrigues. He was hyper-sexed and hyper-literary.Superstition ruled

Casanova’s Venice. It was believed that magic and the devil caused people to lose their way in

the city’s labyrinthine streets or even to go mad. Venetians routinely acknowledged the

existence of ghosts. To this day some Venetians swear that when they place their fingertips on

the wall of a house, they can feel the presence of the departed and hear their voices.The

Republic straddled one hundred and eighteen small islands in a lagoon, or marsh, settled by

desperate refugees from Rome, Padua, and other cities ransacked by invaders in the early

centuries of Rome’s Christian era. Rebelling against prelates and generals, they established

the first Doge—a title derived from dux, Latin for leader—in AD 726, and appropriated the

trappings of empire. Venetian merchants spirited away relics of Mark the Evangelist, one of the

Disciples, from Alexandria in 828 and brought them to Venice, where they remain today in St.

Mark’s Basilica, the city spiritual center.Beyond the confines of the lagoon, the Englightenment

—dedicated to social reform, the advancement of knowledge, and sexual freedom—circulated

invigorating new ideas across Western Europe, but Venetians stubbornly rejected external



influences. The educated, multilingual Casanova roundly criticized Voltaire and Rousseau, two

of the Enlightenment’s leading figures. Yet it might have been Casanova whom Voltaire had in

mind when, in 1770, he proclaimed that the perfect is the enemy of the good. Casanova was as

far from perfect as could be; his message is one of rejoicing in sexual exploration as the path to

fulfillment and englightenment. Nevertheless, he kept his allegiance to the old, familiar, corrupt

order; he preferred the thrill of escape to the responsibility of freedom. He believed devoutly in

God, and pitied those who did not. But as a libertine, Freemason, epicurean, and devotee of

the Kabbalah, he was always trying to burst the bounds of Venetian institutions to exalt the self

—and one’s sexuality. He believed in everything that came his way: religion, philosophy, magic,

science, and especially love. He spiked the Age of Enlightenment with sex, and more sex. He

exploited women shamelessly. At the same time, he gave himself to the women he possessed.

“I don’t conquer, I submit,” he explained. He exalted women beyond reason. Each love affair

was, for him, a meeting of the mind and spirit, a glimpse of eternity and ecstasy. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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three quarters curiosity.—GIACOMO CASANOVAPREFACENowadays, Giacomo Casanova

signifies the archetypical Latin lover, and there’s a bit of Casanova in nearly everyone. But to

his eighteenth-century contemporaries, the name Casanova meant something else—the

Venetian adventurer, spy, duelist, gambler, escape artist, and author of nearly one hundred

novels, poems, and treatises. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Voltaire, Catherine the Great of

Russia, Benjamin Franklin, Mozart, and Lorenzo Da Ponte—the librettist for Mozart’s Don

Giovanni and a flamboyant figure in his own right—all were friends and correspondents. To

them, Giacomo Casanova personified the spirit of liberation and, more than that, libertinism—

unrestrained sexual pleasure. We think of Europe in the eighteenth century as the Age of

Revolution or the Age of Enlightenment, but it was also the Age of Casanova, the Venetian

arriviste who incarnated its passions and pleasures. And we think of Casanova as a great

narcissist, yet he played many other roles in society as he sought to find a place to match his

exalted yet fragile self-image. He was a genuinely outrageous figure who also happened to be

a literary, psychological, and mathematical genius; a master of self-invention and self-

promotion; a dedicated cardsharp, con artist, and escape artist who devised the French lottery

(still in use today); and made himself into one of the first celebrities of the modern era.Why are

we still fascinated by this upstart more than two hundred years after his death? He was neither

handsome, nor well-educated, nor well-born. He lacked position and power. Somehow, this

impoverished son of an actress made himself into the most celebrated libertine of all time and

a major literary figure of his era. His was a life lived in letters no less than in the boudoir.

Casanova is legendary for personifying an archetype of the endlessly romantic, promiscuous,

seductive male, yet his lesser known but equally remarkable accomplishments in mathematics

and literature have received belated and only partial recognition. He broke hearts from Venice

to Paris to Prague. Casanova exalted women even as he exploited them. He preferred to make

love (the more romantic the better), not war, as he lived out his sexual and romantic fantasies.

His desire knew no bounds; this was a man who claimed to seduce his own daughter and lured

her into watching him make love to her mother. How did this reckless nobody wind up

consorting with the most beautiful women and the greatest minds of his day? How did he come

to write the consummate erotic memoir? How did this least-loved, cast-off child become the

most celebrated lover in history?The real-life Casanova (in a portrait by his brother Francesco)

bore scant resemblance to the popular image of the fabled seducer. He was tall, at least six

feet two inches, swarthy, angular, with a large forehead and prominent nose that caused him to

resemble a giant goose. He generally wore a powdered wig in the fashion of the time, tight silk

breeches, tricorn black hat, and a tabarro, or cloak, generally black, cascading over the

shoulders, and decorated with frills. Most strikingly of all, true Venetians, and only Venetians,

wore the bauta, or rigid white mask, at all times, or close to it. The nobility, men and women



alike, wore masks in public and often in private. In theaters, ushers made sure that masks were

in place, although patricians could remove them once the play had begun. Patricians meeting

with ambassadors for official reasons had to wear the bauta, as did the envoys. The entire

costume was the face that Venice presented to the world, and to itself.Giacomo Casanova in

profile, c. 1750, by his brother Francesco GiuseppeWomen of the Republic hid behind the eerie

black moretta, a velvet mask held in place with a button in the front teeth, preventing the

wearer from talking. (The named derived from the word moro, Venetian for the color black.) It

was also known as the servetta muta, or “silent mask,” and it was, if anything, even more

stylized and sinister than the bauta. These costumes were not just for Carnival or for balls. With

few exceptions, Venetians wore them year-round, and Venetian laws specified severe

punishments for those who violated the code.Men often found Casanova off-putting and

pompous. “I thought him a blockhead,” wrote the biographer James Boswell after they met. “He

is a dandy, full of himself, blown up with vanity like a balloon and fussing about like a watermill,”

said the Venetian playwright Pietro Chiari, a bitter rival. But women responded to his charm,

attentiveness, and agile cunning. Although he was reluctant to admit it, Casanova was not

completely heterosexual; he was attracted to men disguised as women, and women disguised

as men. Everything about him was ambiguous, both disconcerting and alluring.He slept with

one hundred and twenty-two women, by his count, and perhaps with a few men. In a society

devoted to excess and indulgence, many Venetians boasted of more conquests, but unlike

those other libertines, he recorded every last detail of his exploits in vivid, at times

pornographic, detail. In this Kama Sutra of Venice, he revealed, with surprising accuracy and

meticulousness, the exploits of a lifetime, relishing his peccadilloes, his conquests, reversals,

and carnal indulgences. Seeking revenge for his lack of status at birth, he embarked on a

lifelong quest to right this wrong by putting himself out to stud. He would use sex as a weapon

of class destruction, siring eight children out of wedlock, each with a different woman whom he

refused to marry. At times he behaved like a cad, at other times like a genius. He was the

archetypal bad boyfriend: irresistible, dangerous, amoral. Casanova wasn’t the only dedicated

hedonist of his day nor the most brilliant literary figure, and certainly not the only rogue, but he

was unique in playing all three roles to the hilt.Although Casanova’s place in the history of

sensuality and the lore of love is secure, it comes as a surprise to many that he was a flesh-

and-blood person, an outstanding figure of the Englightenment. His twelve-volume Histoire de

ma vie, written in French, represents the most important source of information about his life

and loves and a kaleidoscopic view of his times. Its three thousand seven hundred pages, in

Casanova’s beautiful, steady hand, repose at the Bibliothèque national de France in Paris.

They are a recent addition. After a French commission declared the work a national treasure,

the BnF paid nine million dollars to acquire the manuscript: the most expensive acquisition in

the library’s history. Casanova, nothing if not vain, would have been extremely proud of this

confirmation of his central place in French letters and the intellectual life of his era.If his epic of

seduction, espionage, and social climbing had been published during his lifetime, it would have

shocked his contemporaries and compromised the lives and reputations of the prominent

Venetians and other important persons whose foibles and escapades make for such enjoyable

reading. Sexual transgressions, even the seduction of his illegitimate daughter, who might have

become pregnant with Casanova’s child—his son and grandson—were revealed here in a

world as regimented as it was amoral.Casanova did publish extensively in his lifetime. He

completed a multivolume science-fiction novel; a history of Poland, also in several volumes;

translated the Iliad into French; composed four hundred poems; devised a polemic refuting

Voltaire; penned nearly two thousand letters on any idea that came into his head; and left



another three thousand pages of unfinished literary projects, all the while pursuing ardent love

affairs and elaborate intrigues. He was hyper-sexed and hyper-literary.Superstition ruled

Casanova’s Venice. It was believed that magic and the devil caused people to lose their way in

the city’s labyrinthine streets or even to go mad. Venetians routinely acknowledged the

existence of ghosts. To this day some Venetians swear that when they place their fingertips on

the wall of a house, they can feel the presence of the departed and hear their voices.The

Republic straddled one hundred and eighteen small islands in a lagoon, or marsh, settled by

desperate refugees from Rome, Padua, and other cities ransacked by invaders in the early

centuries of Rome’s Christian era. Rebelling against prelates and generals, they established

the first Doge—a title derived from dux, Latin for leader—in AD 726, and appropriated the

trappings of empire. Venetian merchants spirited away relics of Mark the Evangelist, one of the

Disciples, from Alexandria in 828 and brought them to Venice, where they remain today in St.

Mark’s Basilica, the city spiritual center.Beyond the confines of the lagoon, the Englightenment

—dedicated to social reform, the advancement of knowledge, and sexual freedom—circulated

invigorating new ideas across Western Europe, but Venetians stubbornly rejected external

influences. The educated, multilingual Casanova roundly criticized Voltaire and Rousseau, two

of the Enlightenment’s leading figures. Yet it might have been Casanova whom Voltaire had in

mind when, in 1770, he proclaimed that the perfect is the enemy of the good. Casanova was as

far from perfect as could be; his message is one of rejoicing in sexual exploration as the path to

fulfillment and englightenment. Nevertheless, he kept his allegiance to the old, familiar, corrupt

order; he preferred the thrill of escape to the responsibility of freedom. He believed devoutly in

God, and pitied those who did not. But as a libertine, Freemason, epicurean, and devotee of

the Kabbalah, he was always trying to burst the bounds of Venetian institutions to exalt the self

—and one’s sexuality. He believed in everything that came his way: religion, philosophy, magic,

science, and especially love. He spiked the Age of Enlightenment with sex, and more sex. He

exploited women shamelessly. At the same time, he gave himself to the women he possessed.

“I don’t conquer, I submit,” he explained. He exalted women beyond reason. Each love affair

was, for him, a meeting of the mind and spirit, a glimpse of eternity and ecstasy.Book

OneVENICEChapter 1ZanettaOf all the women in Giacomo Casanova’s life, his flamboyant,

elusive mother, Zanetta Farussi, came first. She was known to the public by her stage name,

La Buranella, a tribute to her ancestral home in the Venetian lagoon’s cheerful miniature island

of Burano, dotted with houses daubed with fuchsia, teal, yellow, green, lime, olive, and other

whimsical hues. From her, Casanova imbibed a beguiling blend of artifice, whimsy, and

deception.The daughter of a cobbler, Zanetta transformed herself into a fêted actress and

courtesan, the heroine of a fairy tale for adults. She came into the world on August 27, 1707,

the illegitimate daughter of Girolamo Farussi and the widowed Marzia Baldissara, and was

baptized on September 4 at the ancient Church of San Giacomo dell’Orio, in the center of

Venice. Within months, the little family settled in the Parish of San Simeone Grande, and on

January 31, 1709, her father and mother married, and moved again, this time to the Calle delle

Muneghe, a crowded, boisterous conduit in the Parish of San Samuele.That winter was

reportedly the coldest in five hundred years. The Venetian lagoon became a block of ice.

Livestock perished, combs of chickens froze and fell off, burst in the frigid air, and travelers

perished. Famine was ubiquitous. Venetians endured, as always. Much of the stage-struck

Venetian populace found employment as hairdressers, ticket takers, singing and acting

coaches, stagehands, and lighting specialists. Their ranks swelled with the stage-door

Johnnies, hangers-on, and would-be performers. Playwrights yearning for attention read their

scripts to indifferent listeners, and secret admirers of actresses maneuvered to peek at their



idols. Carlo Goldoni, a Venetian student studying for the priesthood, tried his hand at adapting

Greek and Roman comedies for the stage, and he transformed the improvised knockabout

comedy known as commedia dell’arte. Audiences felt thoroughly at home with the genre’s

stock figures—Pantalone, Pulcinella, Columbina—and their madcap routines. Everyone knew

what Harlequin would say before the words were out of his mouth, so Goldoni gave characters

new words. Actors came to rely on his dialogue and stage directions. To feed the hunger for

novelty, he cobbled together his scripts in a matter of days. Copyrights and royalties were

unknown. When Goldoni delivered sixteen full-length plays to his manager in one season, he

collected no bonus for his efforts—“Not a penny over the year’s salary, nothing at all.” He did

receive plenty of praise, but, he observed, “one needs more than glory to live on.”Amid the

ferment, a young actor named Gaetano Casanova became enamored of an actress known as

La Fragoletta—a diminutive of “strawberry.” In reality, this voluptuous creature was Giovanna

Benozzi. In about 1713, Gaetano abandoned his native Parma to join her in Venice, where she

managed two theaters, San Luca and San Samuele, on behalf of the powerful Grimani dynasty.

Much later, Giacomo claimed that he’d heard that Gaetano, his father, had begun his career as

a dancer, and later turned to acting, “becoming even more highly regarded for his probity than

for his talent”—a tactful way of saying that he lacked aptitude.Something went awry with

Gaetano’s pursuit of La Fragoletta, and she fled to Paris with another theater troupe.

Remaining behind in Venice, Gaetano became a fixture at the Theatre San Samuele,

performing in farces and pantomimes and lodging at the Calle degli Orbi in a house owned by

shoemakers who rented rooms to actors. In Giacomo’s telling, the little household included

Girolamo Farussi, his wife, Marzia, and their sixteen-year-old daughter, Zanetta.Gaetano fell in

love with Zanetta in 1723, and immediately met resistance. “Being an actor,” Giacomo

explained in his memoirs, “[Gaetano] could not hope to obtain her by gaining the consent of

Marzia her mother, still less that of Girolamo her father,” who “thought an actor an

abomination.” When Girolamo died the following year, Marzia salvaged the right to live out her

life in the Calle delle Muneghe in a house owned by a charity, and the chief obstacle to the

union of Zanetta and Gaetano was removed. On February 27, 1724, they wed in the Church of

San Samuele.In Casanova’s heightened rendition, the lovers eloped, with Marzia “protesting

loudly,” and her father “dying of grief” shortly after the marriage, not before. In less operatic

reality, the newlyweds moved in with Marzia, Gaetano’s widowed mother-in-law, who welcomed

their companionship and honorable arrangement. For a time, life was as normal as could be for

a couple of struggling young actors in Venice. Gaetano kept his job at the theater and Zanetta

occasionally took on small roles, despite her vow to renounce the theater after her marriage.

The lively young soubrette caught the eye of the theater’s owner, Michele Grimani, who

belonged to one of the ruling families of Venice, a tightly knit caste of about four hundred

families. This was an august personage indeed. Gossip about their carrying on never ceased,

especially when Zanetta became pregnant—in all likelihood by Gaetano.Casanova writes that

he was “born of this marriage nine months later, on April 2, 1725,” and was baptized three days

later. So ran his official account of his origins. In his declining years, he revisited the subject of

his paternity by writing and publishing a long satirical account, Nè amore, nè donne, claiming

that Michele Grimani, not the beleaguered Gaetano Casanova, was his true father. So much of

Casanova’s identity and legacy as the gallant, seductive, learned seducer, is bound up in the

enigma of his paternity. If his father was indeed the humble, good-natured actor from Parma,

the flamboyant persona his son fashioned for himself was one of the most successful and

sustained acts of self-invention of the era, a lifelong performance that outdid anything either of

his parents could have imagined. But if his father was the aristocratic Grimani, his parents



could never wed. Venetian nobility frequently had children out of wedlock even as the rules of

their society barred marriage to outsiders. If Giacomo Casanova was actually Grimani’s

illegitimate son, he joined a large but unacknowledged class of children, and Zanetta’s

marriage served to cover her indiscretion. Either way, the child would always be an outcast,

denied access to the rigid, privileged world of Venetian nobility. So long as he stayed in Venice,

he would be reminded of his lack of status on a daily basis. Was he an illegitimate prince or a

pauper? This identity crisis animated, teased, and tormented him throughout the years. He

would spend his life trying to cajole and on occasion force his way into the circle from which he

believed he’d been excluded.Restless and ambitious, Zanetta brought herself to the attention

of Goldoni, who modeled himself on the great French comic voice of the previous century,

Molière. But this was Italy. “In France,” a theater director once advised him, “you can try to

please the public, but here in Italy it is the actors and actresses whom you must consult.” That

was as true in life as it was onstage; in Venice, personalities prevailed over customs, and

among the most alluring whom Goldoni encountered was Zanetta. She struck him as “beautiful

and very talented,” and won a singing part in his musical interludes, charming audiences with

her “taste, perfect ear, and execution.”While on tour in London, Zanetta gave birth to her

second child, Francesco, in 1727. Giacomo was the child she left behind in Venice; Francesco

the infant she kept at her side in London. He became her favorite, the one most likely to

succeed in life. And what of Giacomo? He slipped into the role of the forgotten, inconvenient

offspring. Yet this least-loved, cast-off child became the most famous lover in modern times, as

well as a mathematical and literary genius. And Francesco? He became an esteemed artist in

his day; his fame far surpassed that of his scapegrace older brother.As he grew into adulthood,

Giacomo became familiar with the outlines of his mother’s theatrical career, and her attempt to

forge her own identity; she bequeathed to her son the drive to create his own. Years later, he

traveled to London and Dresden and Prague, the cities where she had lived and loved and

performed, as if trying to capture her faded glory. Wherever he went, he sought his young

mother’s face, arms, lips, eyes, and scent in every lover he encountered. In his mind, they were

all manifestations of Zanetta, so he seduced them into seducing him.The story of how this

disadvantaged ugly duckling metamorphosed into the sleek Venetian swan known as

Casanova is remarkable. As a child he never spoke, and was considered something of an

imbecile, destined for anonymity. Giacomo, who eventually wrote twelve volumes of memoirs

recalling people and events of his life in exquisite and engaging detail, maintained he had no

memories of the first eight years of his life.In August 1733, everything changed as his “organ of

memory developed.” And behold: “I was standing in the corner of a room, leaning against the

wall, holding my head, and staring at the blood that was streaming to the floor from my nose.

My grandmother Marzia, whose pet I was, came to me, washed my face with cold water, and,

unknown to anyone in the house, boarded a gondola and took me to Murano. This is a densely

populated island about half an hour from Venice. Leaving the gondola, we enter a hovel, where

we find an old woman sitting on a pallet, with a black cat in her arms and five or six others

around her. She was a witch.”Marzia conversed with the witch in the Friulian dialect,

incomprehensible to Giacomo, and gave her a silver ducat, whereupon “she opened a chest,

took me up in her arms, put me into it, shut it, and locked the lid on me, telling me not to be

afraid.” As he lay in the darkness, holding a handkerchief to his bloody nose, he listened to

“alternate laughter and weeping, cries, singing, and sundry thumps on the chest.” The witch

rescued him, and subjected him to “numberless caresses.” She then wrapped him in a sheet,

recited incantations, released him, and finally gave him food, then resumed caressing him with

a soothing unguent, and dressed him as she cautioned that his bleeding would diminish so



long as he told no one about this treatment. Otherwise, he would bleed to death. Ultimately, a

“charming lady” would visit him, and his “happiness would depend upon her.”He went home

with his grandmother, and at that point, “I saw, or thought I saw”—he added carefully—“a

dazzlingly beautiful woman come down by the chimney . . . with a crown on her head with a

profusion of stones that seemed to be sparkling with fire.” She sat on his bed, and opened

several small boxes. “After delivering a long discourse, of which I understood nothing, and

kissing me, she left as she had entered.”At the time Giacomo never spoke to anyone of this

mystical incident. He kept it sealed “in the most secret corner of my budding memory,” to be

opened years later, when he wrote his memoirs. It was his first and most powerful recollection,

his origin myth, telling of the frail, suffering Giacomo brought back to health by a benign,

ravishing woman. “The remedies for the worst diseases are not always found in pharmacy,” he

advised; they might be found in the furthest reaches of the cosmos, or the heart. Despite this

manifestation of a feminine sensuality that both saved his life and revived his hibernating

intellect, he remained more of a skeptic than a mystic. “There have never been wizards on this

earth,” he explained, only those “able to cajole [others] into believing them as such.”After the

treatment Giacomo appeared as hopeless as before, “very poor company,” in his words.

“People felt sorry for me and left me alone; everyone supposed I would not live long. My mother

and father never spoke to me.” Nevertheless, he miraculously came to life. The bleeding

subsided. His mind began to churn, and “in less than a month I learned to read.”With intellect

came deception. Three months later, Giacomo remembered with a shudder, he and his

younger brother Francesco were observing their father, having given up acting, at work in his

optician’s studio. “On the table I noticed a large round crystal cut in facets.” How enchanting to

hold it to his eyes and behold “everything multiplied.” The next moment, “seeing that no one

was watching me, I seized the opportunity to slip it into my pocket.” As his father searched for

the valuable object, Francesco truthfully claimed he knew nothing about it, and Giacomo falsely

claimed the same thing.Gaetano threatened to beat the culprit. Young Giacomo made a show

of searching for the crystal before transferring it to the pocket of his unsuspecting brother. “I

was instantly sorry,” he admitted, “but the crime was already committed. My father, exasperated

by our fruitless efforts, searches us, finds the crystal in my innocent brother’s pocket, and

inflicts the promised punishment.” Giacomo couldn’t hold his tongue: “Three or four years later I

was stupid enough to boast to my brother that I had played this trick on him. He has never

forgiven me and has taken every opportunity to avenge himself.” Francesco would be the first

of many men to take Giacomo to task.Six weeks later, a far greater disaster occurred. In

Giacomo’s telling, “My father was attacked by an abscess inside his head at the level of the

ear, which brought him to the grave in a week.” The remedies applied by a physician only made

matters worse.Two days before he died, Gaetano summoned his family and closest friends;

their ranks included Signor Grimani, the Venetian nobleman reported to be Zanetta’s lover.

Gaetano made them vow to protect his children, and as tears flowed, asked for more. “He

made our mother, who dissolved in tears, swear that she would bring none of his children up

for the stage, on which he would never have appeared if he had not been driven to it by an

unfortunate passion. . . . She took the oath.”Zanetta, who needed the income from her stage

career to feed her children, was six months pregnant. She never remarried—“beautiful and

young as she was, she refused her hand to all who sued for it.” As for Giacomo, “I was

extremely weak, had no appetite, was unable to apply myself to anything, and looked like an

idiot.”He was still losing copious amounts of blood, more, it seemed to his family, than his small

body could produce. Doctors arrived, grim-faced; one advised him to breathe with an open

mouth to keep his lungs full. A friend of his father, a poet and aristocrat by the name of Signor



Baffo, determined that the boy should be sent to Padua for treatment “and to whom, in

consequence, I owe my life.”A priest known to the family located a boardinghouse in Padua for

the boy. “On April 2, 1734, the day on which I completed my ninth year, I was taken to Padua in

a burchiello,” which, he explained, “may be considered a small floating house. It has a saloon

with a cabin at either end, and quarters for servants at the bow and stern.” They served as

floating parties, and inspired an outpouring of literary appreciation. Goldoni, Byron, Goethe,

Montaigne, and eventually Casanova all wrote in praise of the vessels.The journey over water

lasted through the night. At dawn, his mother “opened a window that was across from the bed,

so that the rays of the rising sun falling on my face made me open my eyes.” And when he did,

he glimpsed a parade of trees slowly moving past. “ ‘Oh! My dear mother!’ I cried, ‘what does

this mean? The trees are walking.’ ” As bystanders laughed at the poor child, she explained, “It

is the boat that is moving, and not the trees. Get dressed.”Venetian post barge, or burchiello, by

Giandomenico TiepoloBeginning to exercise his reason, he decided that it was possible “the

sun does not move, and that it is we who turn from West to East.” Zanetta, impatient, “cries out

at such stupidity, Signor Grimani pities my lack of intelligence, and I am completely taken

aback and on the verge of tears.” In contrast, Signor Baffo assures him, “You are right my child.

The sun does not move, take courage, always reason logically, and let people laugh.” Deeply

suspicious of such radical advice, Zanetta asked the aristocrat if he was “out of his mind,” to

which he replied with a “theory adapted to my simple, unspoiled reason.” The affirmation of the

power of reason meant a great deal to the afflicted child: “This was the first real pleasure I

enjoyed in my life.”At last they came to Padua, less than thirty miles from Venice. Padua

maintained close ties to Venice but at the same time, it was a world away. Those who desired

to escape the confines and perpetual penumbra of Venice sought the sun-splashed open

spaces of Padua. Venice was a stronghold of commerce, combat, and mysticism; Padua a

center of faith and learning. Its massive Basilica Pontificia di Sant’Antonio di Padova drew

pilgrims from across Europe who came to worship at the burial site of Anthony of Padua, “il

Santo,” venerated as a teacher, and canonized just a year after his death in 1231, at the age of

thirty-five.Founded in 1222 as a school of law, the University of Padua had enjoyed a

reputation as one of the most influential and largest institutions of its kind in Europe. Any

Venetian seeking an education went there because Venice itself, for all its palaces, churches,

theaters, and workshops, had no university. Over time, the university’s school of law expanded,

and a school of medicine opened. The anatomical theater attracted both physicians and artists

to study dissections. The university’s botanical garden claimed to be the oldest academic

facility of its kind. Nicolaus Copernicus studied medicine at the university. Galileo Galilei held

the chair of mathematics from 1592 until 1610.The place hummed with students, their debates,

intellectual ferment, and protests. Slowly, young Giacomo began to flourish. After his mother

left, he stayed briefly at the home of a family friend named Ottaviani, “whose wife gave me

many caresses.” The five or six Ottaviani children promised to end his years of

isolation.Regrettably, his stay there was brief. He was soon assigned to the home of an “old

Slavonian woman” who lived fifty paces away and viewed her young lodger as a convenient

source of income. The pain of that moment still fresh in his mind seven decades later, he

recalled his arrival at her boardinghouse: “My little trunk was opened in her presence and she

was given an inventory of all that it contained.” She demanded and received payment in

advance for six months. “For just six zecchini she was to feed me, keep me clean and neat,

and send me to school.” She protested that the amount wasn’t enough to care for him, but

none of his relatives heeded her. “I was kissed, told always to obey her in everything, and left

standing where I was. So they got rid of me.”The Slavonian landlady escorted him to his



assigned bed in the attic, “the last in a row with four others, three of which belonged to boys of

my own age, who were then at school, and the fourth to the maidservant, who was charged

with making us say our prayers and keeping an eye on us to prevent us from indulging in the

mischief and lewdness usual among schoolboys.” Amid these stark new surroundings, the

innocent boy felt numb, “neither happy nor unhappy; I said nothing; I experienced neither hope

nor despair nor even curiosity.” His landlady repelled him. “Her masculine features unnerved

me every time I raised my eyes to her face to listen to what she was saying to me.” Her black

hair, sallow complexion, bushy eyebrows turned his heart to ice; he could not avert his gaze

from the horrid little hairs springing from her chin. Her breasts were “hideous, half-exposed”

and “hung, with a great cleft between them, halfway down her tall body.”At the midday meal, “I

sat down at the table and, seeing a wooden spoon before me, I push it away and demand my

silver service, which I cherished as a present from grandmother,” but it was denied him. He had

to conform to the other boys while under the landlady’s roof. Equality was her watchword, so he

ate his soup as the others did, straight from the tureen, as if they were scarcely better than

hogs at a feeding trough. The revolting soup was replaced by tough dried cod and an apple—

nothing more. It was the season of Lent, they were reminded, and that meant they were denied

even cups. Everyone drank from the same clay jug containing grappa, the residue of boiled

grape stems—not even the grapes themselves.And then it was time to meet his teacher, a

priest by the name of Antonio Maria Gozzi, destined to spend the entirety of his career in posts

near Padua. Giacomo’s landlady paid the priest a pittance to instruct the new arrival. Dr. Gozzi

was all of twenty-six, in Giacomo’s estimation, “plump, modest, and ceremoniously polite.” At

nine, Giacomo appeared decidedly slow, so Dr. Gozzi placed him with five-year-olds learning to

write. The children “at once fell to jeering me.”Supper proved even more disgusting and meager

than the midday meal, and then it was time for bed, and fresh horrors: “Three notorious insects

would not let me shut my eyes.” Rats scampered across the floor and jumped onto his bed,

“filling me with fear that froze my blood.” From his suffering, Giacomo drew a moral: “Thus did I

begin to learn what it is to be unhappy and to bear misfortune patiently. Meanwhile, the insects

that were devouring me lessened the terror that the rats inspired, and my terror in turn made

me less conscious of the insect bites. My soul profited from the competition between my

afflictions.”When a few rays of morning sunshine pierced the gloom of the attic, Giacomo rose

from his “nest of vermin.” The maid appeared, the boy complained of his agonies, and

requested a fresh shirt, “since the one I wore was hideous with the stains from the lice.” There

would be no fresh linen for him, not this morning, only on Sundays. He threatened to protest to

the slovenly, callous landlady, and the maid responded with peals of laughter at his

predicament. “I heard my companions mocking me. They were in the same state I was; but they

were accustomed to it.”Giacomo dozed during the morning lessons until Dr. Gozzi took it upon

himself to see what was wrong. In private, the boy told him of his miseries, and examined the

angry welts on his young flesh. With that he marched the boy to the boardinghouse, confronted

the landlady, who blamed the maid, who in turned blamed the infestation on the landlady. Gozzi

discovered that the beds were all just as vile. The landlady responded by slapping the maid;

then the maid slapped the landlady and stormed off, as the priest sternly lectured the

Slavonian landlady that Giacomo could not return to class until she saw to it that he was “as

clean as the other pupils.” When the priest departed, Giacomo received a “violent scolding.” If

he ever made a fuss over nothing again, she warned, she would throw him out of the

boardinghouse.“I felt completely bewildered,” he said. But he got a fresh shirt—flung in his face

—and shortly after that the maid—a new one—changed his grimy sheets.His living situation

settled for the moment, Giacomo applied himself to his studies. A congenial instructor, Dr.



Gozzi “had me sit at his own table, where, to convince him that I deserved the distinction, I

applied myself to studying with all my power.” By month’s end, “I was writing so well that he set

me to grammar.”He rapidly matured physically no less than intellectually, and began to thrive.

“The new life I was leading, the hunger I was forced to endure, and above all, the air of Padua

brought me such health as I had never conceived of before.” No longer sickly, he embarked on

a growth spurt. His rude health was accompanied by a new torment: “I was as ravenous as a

dog.” When he finally ate, he slept—“nine hours of the deepest sleep untroubled by any

dreams”—except for one, in which he was “satisfying my cruel appetite.” To supplement the

food he received at the lodging house, Giacomo resolved to “steal and swallow anything edible

I could lay my hands on when I was sure I was not being observed.” He devoured fifty smoked

herring; quantities of raw sausage; freshly laid eggs, still warm—all “exquisite food.” He even

stole from Dr. Gozzi’s pantry. Nevertheless, he remained as “thin as a skeleton, mere skin and

bones.”He made rapid intellectual progress, filling his mind no less than his belly. Within six

months, Dr. Gozzi appointed him as proctor, or monitor, of the other students. He tried to be

strict, but, he admitted, his charges learned to win his favor and soften his judgment with little

bribes of “roast chickens and cutlets and often gave me money,” all of which had the effect of

turning him, in his own description, into a tyrant who withheld approval unless he received the

appropriate inducement. The students whom he had extorted banded together to denounce

him to the very same Dr. Gozzi who had recently come to his rescue. The priest relieved

Giacomo of his duties as proctor, but, continuing to see the possibility of good in him, proposed

a scheme to free the lad from the horrid Slavonian landlady and board instead with him. All he

had to do was write to Signor Baffo and his mother to petition them to make the change. But

his mercurial mother was busy pursuing her acting and love life, and so he substituted his

“good grandmother.” He described “all my sufferings” for her, “and prophesied my death if I

were not rescued from the clutches of the Slavonian woman and put to board with my

schoolmaster, who was willing to take me but who asked two zecchini a month.”Grimani

rebuffed the boy, but his beloved, illiterate grandmother, hearing about the contents of the

letter, tracked him down in his wretched Slavonian lair. “As soon as I saw her I flung myself on

her neck, unable to hold back my tears, which she instantly joined.” He showed her his paltry

meal and detestable bed. He had suffered here for six months! The Slavonian landlady bluntly

informed Marzia that, given the small amount of money his family paid, this was the best she

could do. “It was true,” Casanova recalled, but “who obliged her to keep a boardinghouse and

so become the murderess of boys whom avarice put in her care?”Giacomo’s grandmother

instructed the boy to pack his things because they were going away. He brought his silver

service with him as evidence of his neglected worth. She took him to an inn, where he amazed

her with his ravenous appetite. Dr. Gozzi materialized, and they entered brief negotiations

concerning the boy’s future. Terms: twenty-four zecchini for a year’s lodging, for which she

received a receipt. She wasn’t done with her grandson just yet. She spent the next three days

obtaining clothes for him to wear as an abate, or priest, in training. Abates generally wore

black, they were forbidden dancing and dueling, but otherwise they lived as everyone else. She

had his hair, hopelessly matted and fouled, shorn, and outfitted him with a wig.Strange as the

family’s choice of career for the boy seemed, he faced limited options. The child of two actors,

he had no place in society. There would be no fortune to inherit, no estate to manage, no

heiress to wed. Venetian law and custom forbade his marrying an aristocrat. He could become

a tradesman, a cobbler, for instance, like his grandfather. As a priest, in contrast, he would

avoid penury, and, if he became intellectually accomplished, he might make a name for himself.

There would be honor in the family’s giving a child to the church. Zanetta wrote from Warsaw to



encourage the plan: “Can you imagine my comfort if twenty or thirty years from now I know you

will be a bishop?”In preparation for this new stage in his life, Giacomo joined Dr. Gozzi’s little

family: his mother, “ugly, old, and ill-tempered”; his father, who “worked all day and never spoke

to anyone” except for his occasional outings to a tavern from which he invariably returned “wild

and drunk”; and the priest’s younger sister, Bettina, thirteen, “pretty, lighthearted, and a reader

of romances.” She became Giacomo’s first love: “It was she who little by little kindled in my

heart the first sparks of a feeling which later became my ruling passion.”For the moment,

Giacomo admired Bettina from a distance as he studied under Dr. Gozzi, whose other pupils

drifted off. “They all left because I was the sole object of his attentions.” To make up for the lost

income, the priest decided to start a small boarding school, but it would take two years to put

that plan into action. “During those two years he taught me all that he knew, which, to tell the

truth, was very little,” wrote his student, “but enough to initiate me into all branches of learning.”

At the same time, the good priest instructed the lad in the intricacies of the violin, another

facility that would prove intermittently valuable. Casanova had little love or aptitude for music,

strangely enough, but in Venice, a flair for music making counted as a survival skill no less than

a weapon.The two engaged in philosophical debates spurred by their lessons. When the priest

attempted to drill into Giacomo’s thick head the idea that God had created the universe out of

nothing, the boy claimed he “proved” that the notion was absurd. Dr. Gozzi retorted that the boy

was a “fool,” and the debate resumed. Through all the quarreling, the boy retained his personal

regard for his tutor, noting that the priest “laughed at the stupidity of people who spent time

over newspapers, which, according to him, never told the truth and always said the same

thing.”On Sundays he gave sermons, bloated with Latin and Greek passages asserting that the

“sin of the flesh was the greatest of all sins,” filled the pews of his church with women. The sight

impressed Giacomo, who was awakening to feminine allure. He took issue with his texts,

asserting that the sin of the flesh was the least of all sins, infuriating his mentor.Early in 1736,

as Giacomo was about to turn eleven, his mother, impulsive as always, invited Dr. Gozzi to

bring her son to Venice, to which she had returned for a brief time from a theatrical

engagement in St. Petersburg. Dr. Gozzi, a simple priest from Padua, had “never seen Venice

nor good society, and he did not want to appear a novice in any respect.” Soon he and

Giacomo boarded a stylish burchiello bound for Venice. Zanetta, practiced in the art of

appearances, received her son and Dr. Gozzi “with perfect good breeding,” but the priest “found

himself in the uncomfortable situation of having to converse with her, yet not daring to look her

in the face.” She in turn couldn’t resist flirting with him.After two years’ absence, the awkward,

slow-witted child had become a self-possessed boy in a blond wig, which, as he recalled,

“stood out against my dark complexion and made the most crying contrast to my eyebrows and

my back eyes.” Zanetta placed Bettina, of whom Giacomo was so fond, in charge of the boy’s

appearance, and ordered a new, more stylish wig to match his dark complexion. He took the

measure of his siblings: Francesco and his drawings, “which I pretended to consider passable”;

and Giovanni, who struck Giacomo as “stupid.” The others were too young to matter.At dinner

that evening, Dr. Gozzi thoroughly embarrassed himself when an Englishman eating with the

family addressed him in Latin, expecting that the priest would reply in kind, and he awkwardly

replied that he didn’t understand English. Moving along, the Englishman proposed to test

precocious Giacomo’s mettle with a bawdy Latin riddle: why was the Latin word for vagina—

cunnus—masculine and the Latin word for penis—mentula—feminine? Where was the logic in

that?Giacomo claimed to have replied, in Latin pentameter, “Because the slave takes his name

from his master.” (Disce quod a domino nomina servus habet.) Pleased with himself, and what

he called his first literary exploit, “the seeds of my desire for the fame which comes from



literature were sown in my soul.” And so the most celebrated lover in history took his first steps

toward immortality, at least in his own mind.“The astonished Englishman, after remarking that

no boy of eleven had ever done as much, first embraced me several times and then made me

a present of his watch.” Delighted with her precocious son, Zanetta produced another watch,

this one meant for Dr. Gozzi, “whose inability to express the extremity of his gratitude to her

turned the scene into high comedy.” Zanetta kissed the priest on both cheeks, and then offered

hers in return for his kisses, “but the poor man was so embarrassed that he would rather have

died than give them to her.” Four days later, when the visit ended, “My mother gave me a

present for Bettina, and the Abate Grimani gave me four zecchini to buy books. A week after

that, my mother left for Petersburg.”At Padua once more, Dr. Gozzi, smitten with the coquettish

Zanetta, spent the next four months talking of her. Bettina grew still fonder of Giacomo when

she opened her present, a generous length of silky fabric and a dozen pairs of gloves. She

groomed the lad with increasing intimacy: “She took care of my hair so well that in less than six

months I was able to leave off wearing my wig. She came to comb my hair every day, and

when I was still in bed, saying that she did not have time to wait for me to dress. She washed

my face and neck and chest, and gave me childish caresses which, since I was bound to

consider them innocent, made me chide myself for letting them trouble me,” but trouble him

they did. Still, she was older, “and she could not love me with any evil intent, and this made me

angry at the evil that I felt in myself.” When she grasped his flesh to show that he was putting

on weight, “she roused the most intense emotions in me.” And when “she told me that I had a

soft skin, the tickling made me draw away, and I was put out with myself for not daring to do as

much to her.” When she washed him, she covered him with “the sweetest kisses” and called

him her “dear child,” but still he restrained himself as she taunted him for his “timidity.” When

she finally left, apparently unruffled by their encounters, he plunged into despair “over not

having followed my natural inclination.”To make matters worse, a fifteen-year-old by the name

of Candiani appeared, and there was no mistaking Bettina’s attraction to him. Giacomo claims

he felt “neither jealousy nor indignation” for this new rival, “for as the coarse, ignorant, stupid, ill-

mannered son of a farmer,” Candiani couldn’t compete with Giacomo, except that the older boy

had reached puberty.Bettina accused Giacomo of envy, the perfect provocation. Soon after,

she came to his bed to give him a present of white stockings she had knitted for him. She

dressed his hair, and instructed him to try them on for her, so she could see how they looked.

(Dr. Gozzi was out of the house, at mass, and so, presumably, was the boorish Candiani.) She

sat on his bed, and as she put the stockings on him, she told Giacomo his thighs were dirty

and “at once began washing them without asking my leave”—as if he would have withheld it!

He succumbed to a “voluptuous feeling” that she aroused until it finally ran its course, much to

his chagrin. He apologized to her, as he had “committed a crime,” but Bettina told him “the fault

was entirely hers.” She would make sure it never happened again, and so left him in a

thoroughly befuddled state.He would atone for his sin by marrying Bettina, if she would have

him, but he never got the chance to ask her. Day after day passed without her visiting his bed,

and he was plunged into the “blackest melancholy.” Her calculating behavior could only mean

that she loved him. He called on his pen to rise to his defense. “I thought my letter a

masterpiece, and more than enough to make her adore me and give me preference over

Candiani, whom I considered a brute beast.” In reply, she said she would come to his bed, but

she stayed away. “I was furious,” Giacomo noted. At dinner she asked Giacomo if he would like

her to dress him “as a girl and go with her to a ball” given by a neighbor, Dr. Olivo. “The entire

table applauded the idea, and I consented.” But the ball never took place; instead, a “veritable

tragicomedy” ensued.Hearing that Dr. Gozzi would be away, Giacomo informed Bettina that he



would leave his door open in expectation of a late-night visit from her. He retreated to his room,

snuffed the candle, and waited. By midnight she had not appeared, and snow was falling.

Finally at dawn, having waited for her in vain for the entire night, he tiptoed downstairs and

approached the room where he thought Bettina was sleeping, but the door was locked. When

the door eventually opened, Giacomo beheld Candiani, “who gives me such a kick in the belly

that I find myself stretched out, half buried in the snow.” Regaining his footing, Giacomo

threatened to strangle Bettina, but she had hidden herself behind another locked door. He gave

it a mighty kick, and a dog, startled, began to bark. Humiliated, Casanova ran to his room,

threw himself on his bed, and tried to recover from his humiliation. He’d get his revenge . . . he’d

poison the two of them . . . he’d tell the Doctor about Bettina’s misdeeds. But he was much too

young for such “heroic plans of vengeance.” The next thing he knew, Bettina’s mother was

wailing that her daughter was dying.“Aggrieved that she should die before I killed her, I rise, go

downstairs, and find her in her father’s bed in frightful convulsions.” The sight was terrifying.

“She twisted, she writhed, hitting out at random with fists and feet, and escaping by violent

jerks” from family members “trying to hold her still.” Dr. Olivo, a physician, arrived on the scene,

as did a midwife, only to discover that Bettina wasn’t in labor, she was having seizures.

Giacomo, looking on in astonishment, marveled that she could “possess so much strength” and

blamed her wild paroxysms on her tryst with Candiani. After rifling through the pockets of her

clothing, and discovering a letter from Candiani planning their latest romp, Giacomo realized

with a painful laugh he had been made a “perfect dupe,” and, as a result, “I believed I was

cured of my love.” He would scorn Bettina and forgive Candiani—until Giacomo remembered

the nasty kick the older boy had given him.Bettina’s convulsions returned the next day and

lasted through the night. In the morning, the girl’s mother declared that her family’s elderly

servant was actually a witch, and responsible for the girl’s affliction. As proof, Bettina’s mother

said the servant made a habit of barricading the door to her room with crossed broomsticks.

She demanded to know where the servant had been the previous Thursday evening, and

accused her of attending a witches’ Sabbath, “for you are a witch, and you have bewitched my

daughter.” She spat in the servant’s face, and “raised her cane to thrash the old woman,” who

fled the house.Dr. Gozzi chased after the maid and gave her a few coins to hold her tongue. He

returned to the house, knowing what he must do: Bettina was possessed by the devil, and he

would have to perform an exorcism.A hush fell over the Gozzi family, and the rite began.

Giacomo remained skeptical of the whole business. “I thought all these people either insane or

idiots,” he declared in his memoir. “I could not picture devils in Bettina’s body without laughing.”

It wasn’t that Giacomo lacked faith—on the contrary, he remained devout throughout his life—

but this behavior in the name of religion struck him as folly.The priest and Dr. Gozzi mumbled

between themselves about faith, and Giacomo, believing himself unobserved, bent over and

whispered in her ear: “Take courage, get well, and count on my silence.” The day passed

quietly; perhaps the exorcism had worked; perhaps his own reassuring words had cured her.

Yet the following day she became delirious, babbling in Latin and Greek. It was time for

stronger measures.Bettina’s mother sought the “most celebrated exorcist in Padua,” who

happened to be an “extremely ugly Capuchin monk named Fra Prospero da

Bovolenta.” (Capuchins belong to a branch of the austere Franciscan order; they generally

wear beards and take their name from the hood, or cappuccio, of their habit.) Catching sight of

the monk, Bettina laughed, calling him an “ignorant, stinking impostor,” among other insults.

The Capuchin “fell to hitting Bettina with a great crucifix, saying that he was beating the devil,”

as Giacomo watched in atonishment. The monk withdrew “only when he saw her ready to

throw a chamber pot at his head.”The Capuchin demanded to speak with the devil, and Bettina



replied that if he cut off his beard, the devil, speaking through Bettina, would depart. Giacomo

laughed so hard that the Capuchin ordered the boy out of the room. At the door, he caught

sight of Bettina spitting on the exorcist’s hand when he instructed her to kiss it. “Here was this

incredibly talented girl, confounding the Capuchin, yet no one was surprised because all her

words were ascribed to the devil!” Later, she flung some sort of foul black liquid in his face,

splattering Candiani in the process, much to Casanova’s delight. At last, the Capuchin gave up

in frustration, telling Dr. Gozzi to find himself another exorcist.The Gozzi household resumed its

peaceful ways. Bettina slept contentedly and appeared at the dinner table to join her family. As

if nothing had happened, she talked animatedly of attending the ball the following day, and she

expected Giacomo to keep his word and go with her dressed as a girl; she was planning to

dress his hair in the morning, ignoring his advice to rest and remain calm after the ordeal she

had endured. Alone in his room that night, he found the following note concealed in his

nightcap: “Either come to the ball with me dressed as a girl, or I will show you something that

will make you cry.” But he replied that he would not attend.In the morning, she resumed her

demonic ranting, and Dr. Gozzi prepared to consult another exorcist, the eminent Father

Mancia, who made a striking impression, “tall and majestic, his age about thirty years,” with

blond hair and blue eyes. They spent hours together, praying and meditating, and by the end

she appeared to be cured. Even better, she wrote Giacomo a note claiming that she stopped

speaking to Candiani “since the fatal night that made me wretched,” and “It is to you alone that

I owe my life and honor.”Giacomo detected “unparalleled effrontery” in an effort to “bind me in

her chains again.” Where had she learned her wiles? In the pages of the romances she read,

he supposed. Later, when she came to his bed, where he was recovering from painful

chilblains brought on by the incessant cold, he calmly rebuffed her: she had “stifled the seed of

a beautiful passion in an instant,” meaning the humiliating, infuriating kick he’d received from

Candiani. Since then he’d “despised” her. Finally, he forgave her, and even gained an

appreciation of her intelligence. “I was its dupe, but no matter: it exists, it is amazing, divine, I

admire it, I love it.” He requested that she treat him the same way, with respect and friendship,

“for I can love only if I am sure of being loved without a rival.” Bettina insisted she’d never loved

Candiani, and convulsed with tears.“What she had just told me was plausible,” Giacomo

decided, “and flattering: but I had seen too much.” The specter of Candiani still hung over them

both. Bettina wove an elaborate tale of half truths about how she planned to set matters right

with Candiani and her family. “They say that I am bewitched and that demons have taken

control of me. I know nothing about such things; but if it is true, I am the most wretched girl

alive.” Or the most deceitful, Giacomo thought. And he was troubled by the handsome Father

Mancia. “I will tell you that the way your devils prefer the handsome monk’s exorcisms to those

of the ugly Capuchin do you no honor,” he warned.Her ordeal resumed. She suffered delirium

and fevers, and spots—smallpox—appeared on her skin. “Poor Bettina was so covered with the

pestilential spots that by the sixth day it was impossible to see her skin anywhere on her body.

Her eyes closed and all her hair had to be cut off.” Worse, “her mouth and throat were found to

be so full of spots that nothing but a few drops of honey could be introduced into her

esophagus.” Her head swelled “until it was bigger by a third.” Her nose disappeared into her

face, and it was feared that she would go blind. And then there was her “stinking sweat” that he

forced himself to endure.After eleven days, Bettina hovered near death. “Her pustules had

turned black and were discharging with a stench that made the air unbreathable.” On the

thirteenth day, she flailed around in her bed, suffering from “intolerable itching, which no

medicine could have soothed more than the potent words I repeated to her: ‘Remember,

Bettina, that you are going to get well; but if you dare to scratch yourself, you will be so ugly



that no one will ever love you again.’ ”As the weeks dragged on, an abscess in her neck

confined her to bed, and she infected him with eight or ten pustules, “which left an indelible

mark on my face.” His wounds endeared him to Bettina, “who now realized that only I deserved

her affection.”She recovered slowly, those angry red spots marring her skin for a full year. This

once beautiful girl married a humble shoemaker, Pigozzo, “a base scoundrel who brought her

to poverty and misery.” Giacomo met her again forty years later, in 1776. “I found Bettina old, ill,

and dying,” he wrote, and she perished the following day, remembered mostly by Casanova,

who had loved her, and scorned her.So began his education in love and women. They were his

shadow self, his “ruling passion.” He would dedicate his life to trying to understand everything

about women. He would become a libertine. He would give free rein to his senses, suspend

moral judgment, and indulge his appetites. To be a libertine was to stand apart from society, to

refuse to accept definitions and restrictions. The child of two actors, two outcasts, he would

spend his life as a performer on the world’s stage, trying on an endlessly changing array of

roles and costumes, playing all the parts, villain and hero. His imagination would attempt to

vanquish them all.Giacomo resumed his life to find that his mother, the mercurial Zanetta, had

unexpectedly arrived in Padua. Six months later, Giacomo visited his mother again, this time in

Venice, just before she departed for Dresden, where she had accepted an appointment “in the

service of the Elector of Saxony August III, King of Poland,” just right for an actress in her

declining years.Zanetta did not bring Giacomo with her to Dresden; he remained in Padua to

complete his studies, but she did take his young sister Maria Maddalena and his brother

Giovanni, then eight years old. Giacomo remarked that the boy “wept desperately when they

left, which led me to suspect that he was not especially intelligent, for there was nothing tragic

about the departure.”After Zanetta’s departure, Giacomo rarely saw her again. She remained in

Dresden for the rest of her days, except for a sojourn in Prague. She had abandoned him, and

so with every woman Giacomo Casanova pursued as an adult, he sought to re-create the

intimacy he had once experienced with his mother until she had left to pursue her career and

various lovers—how very Casanova-like of her. Indeed, she was the original.Giacomo enrolled

as a student at the University of Padua on November 28, 1737, at the age of twelve, to pursue

a curriculum combining secondary and university courses. (His name doesn’t appear on law

exam lists, so we must rely on his word for this phase of his academic career. And there are

certificates of attendance for him for the following year, 1739.) The Padovan educational

system was well known. “The principle of the Venetian government”—which administered

Padua—“was to pay very high stipends to professors of great renown and to let those who

came to hear their lectures live in the utmost freedom.” The students were responsible only to a

head of the student body, the “Syndic,” who acted as a go-between between them and the

powers that be. His means of discipline ranged from nonexistent to mild, but his presence was

enough to keep the local law enforcement officers at bay. “The ordinary sbirri”—or officers

—“would never have dared to arrest a student,” Giacomo noted. Amid the merriment he

endured a clash between the sbirri and students, which left two scholars dead. “Armed with

pistols and a carbine I went out with my fellow students every day, searching for the enemy,” but

they failed to encounter a single sbirro. He wrote to his grandmother for help, and she

responded by coming to Padua and plucking him out of Dr. Gozzi’s home. The two of them

reached Venice on October 1, 1739, and Giacomo returned to the same apartment where he

had lived on the Calle degli Orbi, still leased by his absent mother.No longer a withdrawn,

sickly child, Giacomo was now tall and self-possessed. “ ‘He has just come from Padua, where

he has been studying at the University,’ was the phrase used to introduce me everywhere,” he

boasted. He received the “compliments of fathers, and the caresses of old women,” including



“some who were not really old but were willing to pass as such so that they could embrace me

without impropriety.” And those caresses were forbidden because he was training for the

priesthood. He was assigned to the parish church, San Samuele, and applied himself to

advanced classes in the Italian language and in poetry taught by the Abate (or Abbot) Schiavo.

On February 14, 1740, as he approached his fifteenth birthday, he was tonsured by the

Patriarch of Venice, Antonio Francesco Correr, as a sign of humility. His new way would be

better and purer, but how long would it last?Chapter 2AngelaJust when it seemed the

priesthood beckoned, Casanova became the protégé of Alvise Gasparo Malipiero, a Venetian

senator. “Not wishing to occupy himself with affairs of state at his age, which was seventy”—

actually, Malipiero was even older—“[he] led a pleasant life in his palazzo, eating well and

every evening entertaining a most select company made up of ladies who had all gone the

pace and men of wit and intelligence who were sure to know of the latest happenings in the

city.”Casanova remembered the senator, whom he always addressed as “Your Excellency,” as a

wealthy old bachelor who suffered from severe gout “so that his entire body was crippled. Only

his head, his lungs, and his stomach had been spared.” Yet the venerable statesman remained

mentally alert, handsome, eloquent, and the lover of twenty mistresses, only to realize that “he

must give up all hope of pleasing even one.”By ingratiating himself with the senator, Casanova

gained access to one of the most celebrated homes in Venice. The Palazzo Malipiero, while

close to San Samuele, commanded a view of the Grand Canal. Of Byzantine design, the

palazzo had been frequently renovated but retained its essential aristocratic character as it

loomed above the gondolas and other watercraft gliding past its shuttered windows. During

their prolonged meals together, the younger man learned that Malipiero, despite his crippling

infirmities, “still nurtured an amorous inclination” for Teresa Imer, the daughter of a powerful

Venetian theatrical impresario, Giuseppe Imer, who lived so close to the senator’s palazzo that

the impresario’s windows opened onto the senator’s bedchamber.Teresa Imer was a prize, only

seventeen (two years older than Casanova, and countless years younger than the toothless old

senator who fancied her); and “pretty, willful, and a flirt.” She filled her days studying music for

her contemplated stage career, and displaying herself in the window, tantalizing Malipiero to

the point of intoxication. Casanova believed that the girl tormented the lovelorn senator with a

shrewd and calculating cruelty. “She came almost every day to pay him a visit, but she was

always accompanied by her mother, an old actress who had retired from the stage to pursue

the salvation of her soul.”Their routine consisted of mass every day, confession on Sunday, and

afternoons visiting the libidinous old senator. When Teresa refused him a kiss, even with her

mother present, he would fly into a terrifying rage. Casanova said the old man permitted him to

observe these humiliating incidents, including those in which Teresa’s “scoundrel of a mother

applauded her daughter’s resistance” and scolded the paralyzed senator.After witnessing

several bizarre visits, Casanova suggested that the senator marry the young temptress to bring

her into his grasp, only to learn that she’d already refused his proposal.“Offer her a large sum

of money, a position,” he advised.“She says she would not commit a mortal sin to become

queen of the world.”The young man proposed more extreme strategies. “You must violate her,”

or, failing that, “banish her.”His Excellency replied, reasonably enough, that he was incapable

of carrying out the former, and unwilling to resort to the latter. This being Venice, where women

enjoyed few rights, Casanova insisted: “Kill her!”The enfeebled senator admitted that he just

might, if he didn’t die first.Why, Casanova wanted to know, did the senator always receive

Teresa; why not visit her? No, the older man mysteriously replied, he might then fall in love with

her. There was nothing to be done, niente.Secure in the senator’s favor, Casanova moved into

the splendid Palazzo Malipiero, among the grandest Venetian residences. He maintained his



academic and ecclesiastical studies, although the profane world held a greater fascination for

him than obdurate Latin texts or theological conundrums. During his time at the Palazzo

Malipiero, Casanova learned to follow the house rules as laid down by the senator. He would

not speak unless spoken to, “and above all never to express my opinion on any subject, for at

the age of fifteen I was not entitled to have one.” And he was strongly cautioned not to gossip

about the society figures he met; otherwise he’d earn a reputation as a scoundrel. “Thus he

inculcated the sound precept of discretion in me.” He won the senator’s trust “and within a few

days I was the pet of all the ladies who visited.” Considering him a young man of no

importance, they invited him on their visits to their daughters and nieces in the convents where

they’d been sent to be educated and to avoid romantic entanglements. When the novitiates

realized a man was approaching they scurried away, until he turned out nothing more than a

harmless boy. “I was delighted by their trustfulness,” Casanova remarked with a conspiratorial

wink to the reader.His priest refused to be corrupted by this distracting world of artifice and

hypocrisy, and warned Casanova to please God with his “state of mind” and “condemned my

elaborate curls and the delicate perfume of my pomade; he told me the devil had me by the

hair.” A thick thatch of hair or wig now obscured Casanova’s priestly tonsure. If he continued on

this course, he ran the risk of excommunication. Even his benign grandmother lent her voice to

the criticism. Stung, he reeled off the names of a “hundred abati” who wore twice, no, three

times as much powder, or who applied a pomade “scented with ambergris that would make a

woman in childbirth faint,” whereas he, Casanova, went about with only a faint scent of jasmine

that elicited compliments far and wide. If he’d wanted to stink, he sharply lectured the priest, he

would have made himself into a bearded Capuchin monk. So, he was very sorry, but he

refused to submit to the priest’s absurd instructions.Early one morning, when he was fast

asleep at home, the same priest came calling, and prevailed on Casanova’s grandmother to

admit him. “The presumptuous priest, who loved me, softly approached and, with a pair of

good scissors, cut off all my front hair from ear to ear.” When Casanova awoke, he felt his

head, and ran to the mirror, erupting with indignation when he observed “the state to which the

audacious priest had reduced me!” He would see the advocate Carrara, whom he had met at

the Palazzo Malipiero, to file suit against the offending priest. Carrara egged him on, discussing

a Slavonian merchant whose mustache had been shorn away, and in revenge he had brought

an entire family to ruin, and that was just over a mustache, whereas Casanova had suffered a

much greater indignity!On the way to Carrara’s office the next day, he was waylaid by a

hairdresser provided by the senator himself, who inspected the damage and burst out

laughing, telling the youth to leave it to him, “he would make it possible for me to go out even

more elegantly curled than before.” The hairdresser deftly trimmed the hair in front to a uniform

length and neatly brushed it “to such effect that I found myself pleased, satisfied, and

avenged.” Indeed, his hair was so elegantly curled that he really did “deserve

excommunication.”He assumed the matter had come to an end, but then the senator, invoking

his position as “President of the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament,” invited his prodigal

charge to “deliver a panegyric,” or speech of praise, on the day after Christmas. Casanova

thought the elderly senator might be joking, “for it had never entered my head to become a

preacher, still less that I had the ability to compose a sermon and deliver it,” but he insisted “I

was born to be the most famous preacher of the century as soon as I had put on flesh, for in

those days I was extremely thin.” The only condition, to which Casanova agreed, was to submit

the speech to a priest to make certain it contained nothing heretical.When his grandmother

learned of this remarkable turnabout in Casanova’s fortunes, she “could do nothing but weep

for joy.” And he appeared destined for ecclesiastical glory until he read his panegyric for the



priest, who strenuously disapproved. The text under examination had come not from the Bible

but from Horace: “They lamented that their merits did not meet with the gratitude for which they

had hoped.” It would not suffice. Dismayed, Casanova stumbled to the priest’s house to seek

reassurance, but the priest could not be found.Fate intervened. Her name was Angela. She

was the priest’s niece, about his age, and she was toiling fetchingly at her embroidery frame.

She was lively and flirtatious. She’d heard about the head-shaving incident, and she

encouraged Casanova to tell her all about it. As he did, he fell in love with Angela—not puppy

love, but a love that determined his fate, so he claimed, because it led to still more loves, and

those led to still others, all of these cascades of passion eventually “obliging me to renounce

being a churchman.” But first he had to deliver his panegyric.He hoped to keep his original text,

until he showed it to Dr. Gozzi “out of vanity,” who condemned it and asked Giacomo if he’d

“gone mad.”No matter, Casanova delivered the sermon at the Church of San Samuele to “a

most select audience,” who showered the young preacher with “great praise” and predicted he

would “become the greatest preacher of the century,” or so he recalled. Afterward, he tallied the

offerings from the mass: “nearly fifty zecchini, together with love letters that scandalized the

bigots” and tantalized their recipient. Public moralizing and private transgression went hand in

hand. He saw no reason to choose between the love of God and the love of women.Daily he

went to the priest’s house for his help in attaining his ecclesiastical goal, each time

encountering his niece Angela, “who was willing to let me love her but who, showing herself to

be a perfect dragon of virtue, obstinately refused to grant me the slightest favor”—unless he

renounced the priesthood and married her. Naturally, “I could not bring myself to do this.”On

March 19, 1741, he planned to deliver another panegyric, anticipating even greater rewards

this time, yet “it was fated that I should not preach more than once on this earth.” He’d written

the sermon himself and committed it to memory. He might trip over a sentence now and then,

but he could ad-lib “just as I never found myself at a loss when discoursing with other people.”

Confident, he ate and drank his fill in the company of aristocrats. When he was summoned to

the church, his stomach full and his head clouded with wine, he launched into his sermon, but

after making a brave start, he lost his way. As he feebly improvised, the worshippers grew

restless and uneasy. Laughter escaped the lips of an irreverent few. He became dizzy, and,

intentionally or not, “dropped to the floor of the pulpit, at the same time hitting the wall with my

head and wishing that I had split my skull.” Two clergyman carried him away.He fled home in

disgrace, hurriedly packed his belongings, and made for Padua, where he reinserted himself

into the household of Dr. Gozzi, keeping the triumph and disgrace he’d experienced in Venice

to himself. He diligently pursued his studies, received his next degree, and when he returned to

Venice after Easter, found that all had been forgotten. He received halfhearted encouragement

to resume his preaching, but he’d “renounced the profession.” Instead, he followed Angela to

her embroidery school, only to realize that “her parsimony in granting me favors irritated me,

and I already found my love a torment.” With his passionate temperament, he “needed a girl of

Bettina’s type, one who enjoyed appeasing the flame of love”—apparently with her lovely

hands on his inflamed manhood—“without quenching it.” But his affair with the “recalcitrant

Angela” was going nowhere. “She was drying me up; I was growing thin.” When he tracked her

down at school, his “pathetic and plaintive speeches” impressed the other girls, but left Angela

unmoved. If only he’d looked around, he would have noticed two sisters who signaled their

availability, but Angela had made him “obstinate” with her tales. She said she was prepared to

marry him if only he would formally propose. “She exasperated me beyond measure when, as

a mark of extreme favor, she told me that abstinence made her suffer as much as it did me,” he

wrote with clenched teeth. Magansesa! Treacherous!Distraction arrived late that summer in the



form of an unexpected invitation from the Countess of Montereale—a title always caught

Casanova’s attention—to her estate, Pasiano, in Friuli, in the northeastern region of Italy.

Although under the sway of Venice, Friuli had a character all its own, hilly and verdant, and

known for its tangy white wine. There he anticipated “brilliant company,” including the

Countess’s daughter. She was intelligent and beautiful, and, he magnanimously added, “had

one eye so lovely that it made up for the other, rendered hideous” by a white scar on the

cornea.As soon as he arrived and was shown his room on the ground floor with a view of the

garden, he forgot all about the torments of Angela. He slept blissfully on the bed, and in the

morning a serving girl perhaps seventeen years of age, with white skin, black eyes, fetchingly

loose hair, and a petticoat “exposing half her bare leg to view,” came with breakfast, regarding

him “as frankly and calmly as if I had been an old acquaintance.” The conversation turned to

the comfort of his bed, and she introduced herself as Lucia, the caretaker’s daughter, and said

she was just fourteen. She promised to wait on him herself, inflaming his imagination. She sat

on his bed as he sipped his coffee and chatted until her parents walked in, apologized for her

behavior, and she left. In her absence, her parents extolled her virtues, but cautioned that she

had a single fault: her extreme youth. Later she returned, curtsied, kissed her mother

repeatedly, and sat on her father’s lap, declining Casanova’s offer to return to the bed.Lucia

repeated the performance the next morning. Surely she realized that she ran the risk of setting

Casanova on fire, as he put it. He decided to test her. “I extend the libertine hand toward her,

and by what appears an involuntary movement she draws back.” After a few moments of

confusion, the two resumed talking as before, this time for hours, until he invited her to fend off

the Friulian chill by joining him under the covers, but he asked, what if her mother appeared?

“She won’t think it any harm,” Lucia responded.“Come here, but you know the risk we’re

running.”“Of course,” Lucia said. “I’m no fool; but you are good, and, what’s more, a

priest.”“Then come, but first shut the door.”Leaving it open, she slunk into bed with him, as he

forced himself to remain still, “not wishing to surrender to the movements of nature.” Finally,

when the clock struck a late hour, she made her excuses. With that, she left him in bed “in a

state of violent excitement.”And when Lucia returned the next morning, the conversation

convinced him that she really was as naive as her parents insisted. She was innocent,

guileless, an angel, all of which saddened Casanova, who guessed that she would “fall victim

to the first libertine who should take her in hand.” It would not be Giacomo Casanova, whoever

it was. He couldn’t despoil her for his own pleasure and so betray the confidence of her

“respectable parents” who entrusted her to him each morning. “So I chose the course of

suffering.” The visits persisted, two or three hours of stimulating conversation every morning,

during which “the company of this angel made me suffer the pangs of hell.” She’d bring her

face inches away from his, and just when he wanted to cover it with kisses, she would say she

wanted to be his sister. All the while, “I felt I had become as flammable as straw.” He confessed

how she made him feel, and because he was an abate, a priest in training, she listened in

silence. “At the conclusion of my sermon”—a telling choice of word—“she wiped away my tears

with the front of her shift, never dreaming that by this charitable act she exposed to my view

two rocks eminently adapted to make the most skillful of pilots suffer shipwreck.”He claimed his

love for her was harming him, and he feared bringing her to ruin. These arguments struck the

girl as senseless. “My dear Abate,” she said, “if love is a torture for you, I am sorry. Could it be

that you were born not to love?” She assured him she could never stop loving him, no matter

what he did or said or thought. Carried away, he clasped her in his arms, and they held each

other in stunned silence for an hour, until her mother complimented Casanova on his “fine

color,” and instructed Lucia to prepare for mass. She returned to confide in him: “If your perfect



happiness depends only on me, be happy! I can refuse you nothing.”He felt himself hovering on

“the very edge of the abyss”—a delicious predicament. Naturally, he fell into it without further

delay. “After spending the whole month of September there in the country, I found myself in

possession of Lucia for eleven successive nights, which knowing that her mother was a sound

sleeper, she came and spent in my arms.” She “did everything in her power” to force Casanova

to renounce his “abstinence,” because “she could not taste the sweetness of the forbidden fruit

except by letting me eat it. She tried a hundred times to deceive me by saying that I already

gathered it, but Bettina had taught me too much for me to be taken in.”Casanova’s description

of his sexual initiation became a tour de force of titillation coupled with obfuscation. One could

surmise from whispered hints that they enjoyed fellatio and manual stimulation and endless

kissing, but it’s not certain they had intercourse during their eleven-day idyll. At the end of their

time together, he promised to return to Pasiano in the spring, yet events in his life outran him

and his desires.In Venice again, Casanova pushed Lucia to the back of his mind and sought

out Angela, the embroidery student, “hoping to achieve at least what I had achieved with

Lucia,” yet a certain “terror of consequences fatal to my future career held me back from full

enjoyment.” He spoke without restraint of his affection for Angela, alarming the embroidery

school’s head, “a sanctimonious old woman,” who went right to Angela’s uncle the priest.

Casanova related the outcome with witty understatement: “He one day gently warned me that I

should not frequent the house so much, since my assiduity might be wrongly interpreted and in

a manner prejudicial to his niece’s honor.”Suffering pangs of conscience, he unburdened

himself to Signor Malipiero, who admitted that he “was in the same situation with respect to

Teresa.” Teresa? He remembered the way she enticed and taunted the old man to the brink of

insanity. Meanwhile, the old senator ordered his servants to feed Casanova, and when he saw

the lad “eat with the appetite of a dog,” he started to laugh, and Casanova laughed along with

him. Life was absurd, and so were women.He returned to his studies in Padua. In this arena,

he displayed confidence and skill as he defended his thesis on metaphysics, and he received

his doctorate in civil and canon law at the age of sixteen, having written his thesis in civil law

on wills (“De testamentis”) and in canon law on the question of whether Jews could build new

synagogues. He approved. Yet he wasn’t preparing a career in either the law or in the Church,

but in medicine, for which he felt “a strong inclination.” But it wasn’t to be; he was told to study

law, “for which I felt an unconquerable aversion.” If only he could have been a physician, “in

which profession quackery is even more effective than it is in legal practice,” he commented.

“Legal squabbling ruins more families than it supports; and those who are killed by physicians

are far more numerous than those who are cured. It follows that mankind would be far less

wretched without these two breeds.”No matter. He rejoiced in the student’s life in Padua. The

word “free” kept occurring to him; he was a free man, free to enjoy himself, free to associate

with whom he wanted, especially “the greatest libertines, gamblers, frequenters of places of ill

repute, drunkards, debauchees, seducers of decent girls.” The students were blissfully free of

stifling morality, and the university officials looked the other way, “for the interest of the State

could not allow such severity to diminish the number of students who flocked to this famous

University from every part of Europe.”And then it was back to Venice, and Angela’s web of

romantic intrigue. She wished to know from his own lips if he still loved her. Off he went to the

assignation with two bottles of wine and “a smoked tongue in my pocket.” But Angela had been

detained until suppertime, so he heard. This turn of events emboldened Casanova to declare

that he would spend the night instead with two sisters, Nanetta and Marta. It was a startling

turn of events, to be scorned by one and tempted by two.“You shall go to bed here,” Nanetta

declared, “and we will go and sleep on the couch in the other room.”Before the sisters did, they



set three places for dinner. The more they ate and drank, the more pleasing the two young

women became in his eyes, and their mutual seduction became his revenge on the deceitful

Angela. He asked if they disapproved of the “contemptible way” that Angela had treated him. Of

course! In that case, they should exchange pledges of eternal faithfulness to one another with

kisses “in the innocence of our hearts.” In that spirit, they traded “harmless kisses,” yet after a

while these same kisses “began to kindle a fire in the three of us which must have taken us

aback.” They broke apart, looked at each other in shock and embarrassment, and Casanova

felt himself falling in love with both Nanetta and Marta. Weren’t they prettier than the absent

Angela? And more intelligent?Although he had moved beyond Angela, the conversation turned

to her, and they revealed that when Angela slept with them, as she did on occasion, she

covered Marta with kisses, and called her “My dear Abate,” meaning Casanova. As her sister

tried to stop her, Marta said that their guest “could not fail to know what two girls who were

good friends did when they were in bed together.”“Everyone knows about these little games,”

he declared. Who played the part of husband, he wanted to know, and who played the wife?

Casanova proposed that all three of them should undress and sleep together. “Count on my

word of honor, that I now give you, that I will not touch you.” They could simply leave the bed if

he didn’t behave, and with that he turned his back to them and pretended to fall asleep.In the

darkness, he carefully moved toward one of the girls, not knowing whether she was Nanetta or

Marta: a delightful predicament. “I found her curled up and covered by her shift, but by doing

nothing to startle her and proceeding step by step as gradually as possible, I soon convinced

her that her best course was to feign sleep and let me go on. Little by little I straightened her

out, little by little she uncurled, and little by little, with slow, successive, but wonderfully natural

movements she put herself in a position which was the most favorable she could offer without

betraying herself. I set to work, but to crown my labors it was necessary that she should join

them openly and undeniably, and nature finally forced her to do so. I found this first sister

beyond suspicion, and suspecting the pain she must have endured I was surprised.” He was

deflowering her, no less than she was deflowering him, enabling him to experience “a pleasure

the sweetness of which I was tasting for the first time in my life.” It was as though he were

plucking a rosebud of endless satiny petals. After he recovered from the ordeal of pleasure, “I

let the victim alone and turned the other way to do the same thing with her sister.”She lay still

on her back “in a deep, untroubled sleep,” but Casanova did trouble himself to identify the sister

he was about to ravish. Instead, “with the greatest of precautions, and every appearance of

fearing to waken her, I began by delighting her soul,” apparently massaging her vulva with his

finger, or his tongue, or both, as he assured himself “that she was as untouched as her sister;

and I continued the same treatment until, affecting a most natural movement without which I

could not have crowned my labors”—ejaculating—“she helped me to triumph; but at that

moment of crisis she no longer had the strength to maintain her pretense. Throwing off the

mask, she clasped me in her arms and pressed her mouth on mine.”When they had recovered

enough strength to speak, he ventured to guess that he held Nanetta in his arms. He had first

deflowered Marta, then moved on to Nanetta. Euphoric, he exclaimed, “All that we have done

was the work of love.”The giddy trio rose from the bed, and “made an improvised toilet in a

bucket of water.” In the “costume of the Golden Age,” that is, naked, or nearly so, they wolfed

down the tongue and bottle of water, and, refreshed, returned to their bed where they “spent

the rest of the night in ever varied skirmishes.”At dawn, he quietly bid adieu and went home,

where he slept until midday. When he awoke, Signor Malipiero noticed his “happy look and the

dark circles” under his eyes. “I let him imagine whatever he pleased but told him nothing.”He

had his delayed revenge on Angela soon after, when she happened to spend the night with



Nanetta and Marta, who confessed the entire delectable business with Casanova to her, and

even blamed her for setting events in motion that led to their behavior. “She treated them to the

coarsest insults,” Casanova revealed, and “swore never to set foot in the house again, but they

did not care.” Angela moved to neighboring Vicenza to live with her father, a minor painter

named Iseppo Tosello, and spent years thereafter adorning houses with frescoes, while

Casanova passed “at least two nights a week” with his affectionate playmates, who had

presented him with an impression of their bedroom key in dough, from which he had a copy

produced.His experiences with the two sisters emboldened him to venture deeper into

Venetian society. In April 1742, with Carnival just ended, he encountered Giulietta Preato, a

notorious courtesan known as La Caramacchie—dialect for “the spot cleaner,” after her father’s

line of work, according to Casanova. Like all Venetian courtesans, she harbored a plan. She

wanted to borrow the drawing room in Signor Malipiero’s house to host a ball. She would pay

for everything, including the chandeliers, and her servants would make the arrangements;

there would be a reward of twenty-four zecchini for him. A ball in Venice at that time was like no

other; they were elaborate, masked affairs. Guests came costumed as seductive sylphs;

aristocrats turned themselves into human furniture for others to use as they wished; faux nuns

were actually women of easy virtue. Dances provided opportunities to fondle and grope. The

guests indulged their fantasies in spectacles that were renowned across Europe for their

debauchery and blasphemy.After supper, as the guests danced a Venetian variation of the

minuet, Giulietta took him to a room, locked the door, and instructed him to dress her as an

abate, and dressed him in her clothes. Cross-dressed, they would make a fitting couple for the

event. “I quickly coil up her long hair and let them make me a chignon that she arranges very

neatly under her own bonnet,” he noted. She applied rouge to his face, “frankly letting her see

that I am enjoying it,” and she kissed him just once on condition that he not ask for more. Even

a courtesan had to be careful. “Meanwhile I warn her that I adore her.”Deftly she disrobed in

his presence and put on his drawers; the garment fit, but his breeches were “too tight in the

waist . . . and thighs.” He attempted to loosen the breeches, but she ripped them apart. She

donned his stockings, shoes, and shirt, but as he “arranged the ruffle and the neckband she

finds my hands too curious, for her bosom was bare.” He shrugged off the “vile names” she

called him and reminded himself that he was dealing with a “woman for whom a hundred

thousand scudi had been paid”—almost a million dollars, but in Venice, women were prized

above all else. She put her shift on Casanova, her skirt, and then turned away and scolded him

for exposing the “too visible effect of her charms on me,” in the form of a quivering erection.

Worse, she “refuses me the relief that would have calmed me in an instant.” He tried to kiss her

again, she resisted, and in the midst of their tussle, “the result of my incontinence visibly stains

the shift.” This was not the shy youth she’d expected. “My readiness seemed to her a lack of

respect.” As they bickered, she finished dressing him in her clothes, their erotic spell

broken.They returned to the ball, and the applause their appearance elicited from the guests

restored their good humor. “Everyone supposed I had made the conquest that [in reality]

escaped me,” and to sustain the illusion Giulietta behaved toward him as a lover would. Later

that evening, “all the men felt entitled to take liberties with Giulietta in her role as an abate,”

while Casanova, cavorting in Giulietta’s snug clothing, imbued with the pungent scent of her

flesh, “did not restrain myself with the girls.” Everyone reveled in the licentious charade, with

the exception of Marta and Nanetta. Those generous vestals had believed that Casanova

belonged to them alone. Now they understood how naive they had been.As the ball drew to a

conclusion, he removed Giulietta’s clothes and attempted to kiss the courtesan, this time more

aggressively, while promising to give her “all the satisfaction she deserved.” In return for his



presumptuous gallantry, “she gave me such a violent box on the ear that I very nearly returned

the compliment.” It might be slapstick, but it lacked comedy when it was performed on him. He

washed his face to rid himself of all traces of Giulietta’s makeup and tried to compose himself,

but her palm print proved stubborn. When the quarreling couple rejoined the party, the guests

saw her angry mark on his cheek, yet she still wasn’t done with this infuriating upstart. “Before

she left, she took me aside and told me emphatically that if I had any wish to get myself thrown

out of a window I had only to come to her house, and that she would have me assassinated if

what happened between us became known.”Casanova relented. “I gave her no cause to do

either.”Marta and Nanetta were willing to forgive Casanova for abandoning them, and took him

back into their hearts and their busy bed, and he resumed his ecclesiastical studies as if

nothing had happened.After Easter, he returned to Pasiano, where he had again been invited

by the Countess of Montereale. There he sampled the Friulian wine and sought out Lucia, but

she was nowhere to be found. Intead, he encountered her father, “looking woebegone.”

Casanova anxiously questioned the old man about his daughter. Was she dead? No, he

explained, it was worse than that: Lucia had run off with a courier in the service of Count

Daniele and a “famous scoundrel.” Casanova was filled with self-reproach. “I had been virtuous

enough to leave her a virgin,” he reasoned, yet his “foolish restraint” had led to folly and

disgrace.The next time he found himself attracted to a woman, he resolved to behave more

boldly. The opportunity arrived when he embarked on a seemingly pointless flirtation with a

married woman. She was young, about eighteen or twenty, he judged, and he dismissed her

young husband as a complete idiot. On Ascension Day, in late May, he joined a party on a

journey by carriage to visit a local society figure. Four of the guests, including the nameless

young woman, occupied one carriage, leaving Casanova in the remaining carriage, a two-

seater, by himself. To show that she trusted Casanova, one of the young women sat with him,

and off they went to the forest of Cecchini.Half an hour later, the clear skies had become

obscured by a violent thunderstorm. Their carriage was covered, but, he warned his

companion, the rain would soak her dress. “What do I care about my dress?” she said. “It’s the

thunder I’m afraid of.” The storm gained in fury, and lightning flashed, accompanied by an ear-

splitting snarl. A bolt touched down a hundred paces away. As the horses reared up in terror,

she threw herself on Casanova, who clutched her tightly, raising her skirt in the process.

Another bolt caused her to pitch forward onto him. “Wanting to put the cloak over her again, I

draw her toward me; she literally falls on me, and I quickly put her astride me. Since her

position could not be more propitious, I lose no time, I adjust myself to it in an instant by

pretending to settle my watch in the belt of my breeches.” He maneuvered her into position and

instructed her to pretend she’d fainted. She fought back and called him “impious monster.” No

matter. “I clasp her by the buttocks, and carry off the most complete victory that ever a skillful

swordsman won.” He was completely untroubled by his conquest or its consequences.The

moment they arrived at the Countess’s house, she darted from the carriage to her room and

bolted the door.That night at supper, the wife’s husband naively remarked that he was certain

Casanova would never travel with her again. “Nor I with him,” she hissed. “He is an unbeliever

who conjured up the lightning with his jokes.” Her postcoital aversion to him was palpable, and

so, he sighed, “I never found myself alone with her again.”Each of his romances so far had

taken a surprising turn. But none can compare in intimacy and mystery to his next

love.Celebrated, notorious, renowned as the most beautiful in Europe, the women of Venice

flaunted the powers granted to them by men and held in reserve additional powers all their

own. Venetian women had a style all their own. Outsiders were irresistibly drawn to their

seductive, playful, fiery style. One never knew where one stood with a Venetian woman, even a



courtesan, and the uncertainty formed part of their allure. They dyed their hair many subtle

shades of blond, they wore elaborate makeup, and they regarded their admirers with a

provocative expression, the smorfia, daring them to try their luck.Tourists from across the

continent came to Venice, considered the most depraved city in Europe, to seduce and be

seduced. “These girls of Venice are lighter than a feather,” wrote Philippe Monnier, a visitor in

search of love. “The Inquisitor cannot sleep a wink on their account. In vain does the Inquisitor

search their paper, confiscate their books, shut up their country houses, confine them to their

palazzo, command them through their grown-up sons to keep the peace. They muzzle the

Inquisitor; they mock his terrors.” They seemed capable of everything; they could be “dainty,

delicate, unabashed, graceful, ravishingly sweet.” And still they were mysterious. For this

scandalous state of affairs, the Republic’s governing body, the secretive Council of Ten, blamed

the women, readily identified by their provocative, high-heeled, jewel-studded wooden clogs,

called zoccoli. A Venetian woman tottering about in zoccoli needed the help of her servants just

to maintain her balance; for assignations, she exchanged the shoes for slippers adorned with

shimmering brocade. “Much, much too convenient,” scowled the Doge.For all their sensuality,

Venetian women remained in the thrall of Parisian fashions. At Ascension Day, in May,

mannequins displayed the latest French couture and French fabrics. Goldoni satirized this

fawning admiration in his farce Le femmine puntigliose (“The Fussy Woman”), in which a lady

rejects a dress made of Venetian fabric. Unlike their French counterparts, Venetian women

maintained high standards for personal hygiene, softening their skin to buttery texture with

creams and ointments, scenting their bathwater with mint, musk, or myrrh, or hiding beneath a

facial mask fashioned from strips of milk-drenched veal.The pursuit of beauty occupied

Venetian women around the clock. By one estimate, they spent seven hours per day at their

toilette, much of it with their hairdressers, who applied a rainbow of dyes to make their hair

shimmer like spun gold. Venetian women yearned to be blond, and spent hours lightening their

hair. Rouge and strong perfume were forbidden, but no beauty in Venice would be considered

complete without the sfrontata on her nose; the civetta or coquette, on a dimple; the

passionata, a patch at the corner of her eye; and devastating assassina in the corner of her

mouth.Venetian woman with a beauty mark, by Pietro LonghiThe hairdressers became

confidants, confessors, and at times lovers of the ladies they attended. Despite their finery and

allure, married women led cloistered existences; a visiting Frenchman described them as

“hidden away from every living soul.” Occasionally a Venetian lady would show herself on a

balcony, briefly, and that was all. One of the few escapes from this cloistered existence was the

gondola, in which she might spend the hours between dusk and dawn floating along the

canals. No one knew where she went during these excursions—meeting a lover? attending a

séance? gambling in one of the casinos?—not even her husband knew, and the gondoliers

were sworn to secrecy. If one gave out details, he risked expulsion from the guild, or drowning.

In Venice, with its masks, secrecy, and hidden alleyways, casual murder was a fact of life. In a

society consisting of arranged marriages based on lineage and wealth, husbands and wives

went their separate ways after fulfilling their duty to produce heirs. Married couples were

careful to present themselves at public events such as weddings and funerals, but otherwise

they lived separate lives, socially, romantically, and sexually.When not accompanied by their

hairdressers in private, every Venetian woman of fashion went out with a cavaliere servente, or

cicisbeo, an effeminate but not necessarily homosexual companion, who acted as a constant

companion in a close-knit yet ambiguous relationship. The cicisbeo devoted his time and

attention to accommodating his lady’s whims. He tended to her hair, her makeup, her

wardrobe; he complimented her, he shielded her skin from bright sun, he warned away



unpleasant intruders. He accompanied her to public events, clutching her arm, clasping her

hand, whispering in her ear. “He is like a shadow at her side,” said one observer.He rode with

her in a gondola, shut within the cabin behind Venetian blinds. At day’s end, he helped her

undress, untying her ribbons, removing her garters, selecting a change of clothing, and

accompanying her until she slept. Perhaps he did more than accompany her; no one could say;

a cicisbeo acted with discretion. If a Venetian husband and wife—he with his young mistress,

and she with her young cicisbeo—recognized one another at a casino or ball, they took no

notice. A French visitor declared that such women were “ten times more married to them than

to their husbands.”Unconcerned, the husbands—old, wealthy, and powerful—pursued their

commercial interests and visited their mistresses as the mood suited them. Marital annulments

in Venice were common, and many members of the nobility, including most of the Doges, or

supreme rulers, never bothered to marry. Venetians who did generally stood to inherit dynastic

wealth. In a family with three or four sons, the designated heir married, while the others

enjoyed a prolonged bachelorhood enlivened by Venice’s courtesans, a varied, accomplished,

and mercenary lot—as Casanova discovered in his dealings with Giulietta—who aimed to

make the most of their informal but widely recognized status. They dressed stylishly and

provocatively, and their speech suggested refinement and education. The best of them became

celebrities who charged an outrageous fee for their company. “They give the whole of their

hearts away,” chirped a popular refrain, “and nothing but silver and gold to pay.”The prostitutes

of Venice, numerous, anonymous, and generally tolerated, ranked below the courtesans. They

gathered after dark beneath church doorways, holding candles, transforming houses of

worship into whorehouses. Occasionally a city ordinance banished them; no one paid attention.

Inquisition spies, with nothing better to do, obsessively tracked their movements. “Prostitutes

are there in plenty,” wrote one agent in his official report on coffeehouses. “They are going in all

the time, coming out with one man or another, and off to a nearby courtyard or into the

alleyways.”In crowded Venice, a narrow passageway illuminated by a guttering candle before

an image of the Virgin provided all the shelter a masked couple needed to satisfy their urges.

Their pimps, mangiamarroni, or “chestnut eaters,” argued that they provided a necessary

service.Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the Genevan philosopher of the Enlightenment and

revolution, came to Venice in 1743, at the time Casanova was learning his early lessons in

love. With prostitutes everywhere, he decided that Venice was “no place to keep away from

loose women,” and became a regular client of two girls.Parents hired servants to raise their

children and saw the little strangers only at formal occasions such as christenings and funerals.

Custom decreed that children wear ostentatious lace coats, sparkling with gold filigree as they

made the rounds of tutors and prepared to take their place in Venetian society. Male students

without academic aptitude acquired a mistress by the age of sixteen. Girls went directly to the

convent, where they remained until they wed, if they wed. Since marriages were arranged, they

were introduced to their future husbands when they signed the nuptial contracts, briefly luring

their new husbands away from their mistresses. Officially, marriage was a sacrament, and

unofficially, a punishment. Benedict XIV, whose papacy extended from 1740 to 1758, advised,

“You have to marry, so you can enjoy the blessings of widowhood some day.”Couples

frequently petitioned the Council of Ten for divorce. For form’s sake, there had to be grounds,

and the most common was impotence, even if the couple already had children. Once the

divorce was granted, the man often escaped to the arms of his mistresses, and the woman

took refuge in a convent, seeing only her parents, her lawyer, and her admirers.Posing as

spiritual retreats, the convents of Venice often functioned as genteel brothels attracting

pleasure-seeking tourists from across Europe. “The convents . . . had the reputation of



favouring assignations,” wrote a French visitor. “Indeed, these nuns are the most attractive

among all the women in Venice, and if I had to remain a long while here it is to them that I

would pay my attentions. All those that I have seen at the celebration of the Mass behind the

grating, talking and laughing among themselves all the time, seemed extremely attractive; and

their costume enhanced their good looks.”Under these circumstances, two thirds of Venetian

aristocrats remained unwed. Several Venetian dynasties became extinct, and by Casanova’s

day, only forty-two families ruled the Republic, many of them financially overextended. To

replenish the ranks of leadership, the Great Council resorted to selling seats to non-Venetians

for one hundred thousand ducats, and even that desperate strategy often failed. When a

wealthy merchant reached this apex, he generally retired to his country estates, especially

during the languorous summer months. Greek and Jewish merchants took over many of the

neglected commercial enterprises. Although the Venetian economy stagnated and its society

became even more licentious, the Republic’s future still seemed assured. The city-state had

endured for a millennium, outlasting dynasties across Europe, but its security, undermined

from within, had become an illusion.When Casanova returned to Venice from Padua, he

expected to resume his life with his family, but his grandmother’s illness prompted him to stay

by her side until she died, on March 18, 1743.The death of Marzia Farussi meant the end of

Casanova’s youth. “She could leave me nothing, for she had given me all she possessed

during her lifetime.” As a result, “this death had consequences that obliged me to adopt a new

way of life.” His mother wrote that she wouldn’t be able to return to Venice now, or ever. She

would quit the lease on the house in which he lived. Once again, she had abandoned him at

the moment he needed support. From then he would have to obey the Abate Grimani, who

acted as his guardian. He would sell the furnishings, install Giacomo and his brothers and

sister in a respectable boardinghouse, and they would have to fend for themselves. “I called on

Signor Grimani to assure him that he would always find me obedient to his commands. The

rent for the house was paid until the end of the year.” That declaration marked the end of his

formal allegiance. He was virtually orphaned. His father was dead, his mother in a foreign

country, never to return, and the one person on whom he could rely, his unlettered but loving

and protective grandmother, was gone. He was only eighteen years old.Desperate for funds, he

rashly sold all the linen, tapestries, and porcelain in the house, and then disposed of the

mirrors and beds. “I knew that I should be taken to task; but it was my father’s inheritance, upon

which my mother had no claim; I considered myself within my rights. As for my brothers, there

would always be time to discuss it.” This sale would return to haunt him, but for now the

Casanovas fended for themselves as best they could. Fortunately, Grimani placed Maddalena

Casanova with an associate, and Francesco Casanova started as an apprentice to Antonio

Joli, a stage painter for opera productions at the theaters owned by the Grimanis, San

Samuele and San Giovanni Grisostomo. Casanova moved to a house near the latter to see

what the future held for him.Weeks later, at the end of May, Zanetta wrote from Warsaw to say

that she had been active on his behalf, lobbying with all her powers of persuasion. “I have

made the acquaintance here, my dear son, of a learned Minimite”—this was Bernardino de

Bernardis, who belonged to a strict mendicant order of Franciscan monks—“whose great

qualities made me think of you every time he honored me with a visit.” Not for nothing was his

mother an actress. Now she played the part of impresario, arranging a choice role for her son

the priest, demonstrating her affection, at a distance. The two arrived at an arrangement.

Bernardino would assume responsibility for Casanova if she could persuade the Queen of

Poland, a great personage to whom she had access at court, to appoint him to a bishopric. “I

flung myself at Her Majesty’s feet,” Zanetta told her son, “and I found favor.”The Pope appointed



Bernardino de Bernardis the Bishop of Martirano in Calabria on May 16, and in preparation for

his new life, Casanova moved out of his boardinghouse and into the Seminary of Saint

Cipriano on the island of Murano, where as a child he’d visited the witch who’d cured him of his

mysterious afflictions. It was only a short distance from the Grimani theaters, but Murano and

its seminary were a world away from the life Casanova had come to know.“Good-bye, Venice!”

Casanova exclaimed. “Absolutely certain that the highest fortune would be mine at the end of

the course, I could not wait to enter upon it.” He told himself that he was done with childish

things, and “in the future I shall concern myself with all that is great and substantial.” Signor

Malipiero, who had come to know Casanova, foibles and all, expressed delight “when he saw

me on the verge of setting out to fulfill my destiny elsewhere.” Once again, he was bound to

serve God as a priest, without the women who ruled his passions.Signor Malipiero looked after

two other protégées in addition to Casanova, both women. One was Teresa Imer, the other a

gondolier’s daughter, Gardela by name, three years younger than Casanova. Accordingly, he

called her the Gardela girl. She was taking dancing lessons to improve her chances in life. “The

ball cannot go into the pocket unless someone gives it a push,” Malipiero quipped, and she

would enjoy a brilliant career as an actress and mistress to a wealthy patron. One day,

Malipiero invited all three to dine with him, then excused himself to take a siesta. Next, Gardela

excused herself to take a lesson, leaving Casanova alone with Teresa Imer. He found her

attractive, but never dared to flirt with the creature, who had been protected by her mother. On

this occasion, the two “in our innocent gaiety” decided “to compare the differences between our

shapes,” one of his favorite gambits. “We were at a most interesting point in the examination

when a violent blow from a cane descended on my neck, followed by another, which would

have been followed by yet more, if I had not escaped from the hailstorm at top speed by

running out of the room.” Recovering from the shock at his temporary lodgings, he received a

messenger bearing the hat and cloak he had left behind together with a note from Malipiero’s

housekeeper warning him “never again to dare to set foot in His Excellency’s palace.”His irate

retort—“You struck me in anger, hence, you cannot boast of having given me a lesson. By the

same token I have learned nothing”—had no effect. Malipiero had banished Giacomo

Casanova, as “the whole town laughed at the story” and Teresa refused to utter a word in his

defense.Casanova endured these wrenching dislocations with equanimity and even

excitement. Routine dulled his appetite for life; change, voluntary or not, whetted it. He was

much happier improvising as he went. A new challenge confronted him: a messenger with a

sinister appearance—black wig, tan visage, and scarlet cloak—gave him a missive from Signor

Grimani “directing me to put all the furniture in the house at his disposition.” Reviewing the

items with the messenger, Casanova admitted that he had sold the furniture to avoid

debt.Grimani denounced Casanova and ordered him out of the house. “Beside myself with

rage, I start off to find a Jew to whom I can sell whatever is left,” Casanova reported. At the

time, the Jews of Venice inhabited the original Ghetto. (In Venetian dialect, the word ghèto

refers to the molten metal pouring from local foundries.) Many ran pawnshops and gave out

loans to bankrupt noblemen, luckless gamblers, and anyone else who could offer

security.Along the way, he was served with a summons from Antonio Razzetta, the man who’d

worn the black wig and scarlet cloak. When Casanova tried to enter the family house, he

discovered it had been sealed, and even his bedroom was off limits, for now. Keeping his wits

about him, Casanova arranged for the house to be opened the following day and for a lawyer to

summon Razzetta, but he needed a place to spend the night, and so he lodged with his

“angels,” whoever the women were.After another day or two of legal maneuvering, Casanova

received an invitation to visit Grimani, who demanded that the young man explain his defiance.



The confrontation ended in a truce: Grimani supplied Casanova with a room on the ground

floor of a home that he owned in San Giovanni Grisostomo. “Have your clothes and books

taken there and come to dine with me every day,” he instructed. “I put your brother in a good

house and your sister in a good house, so everything is settled.” He discovered that the second

floor of this house was occupied by a young dancer known as La Tintoretta, the stage name of

Margherita Giovanna Grisellini. He would remain for six months until he resumed his studies for

the priesthood, and take his initial steps along what he now called “the road to the Papacy.” He

immediately punctured his own delusions of grandeur. “Such were my castles in Spain.”He

naturally studied La Tintoretta, judging her a “mediocre dancer but an intelligent girl who was

neither pretty nor ugly.” She occasionally alternated her current lover, Prince Waldeck, with her

prior protector, Girolamo Lin, older but a patrician. One day she invited Casanova to a

reception in her second-floor apartment, “taking off her glove to give me her hand to kiss.”

Although a Venetian, she insisted on speaking French. “I begged her to speak the language of

our country,” he recalled, because he didn’t know French. They exchanged gifts, a “very bad”

sonnet he had arranged to be printed for her, and a gold snuffbox for him. If he weren’t

planning on becoming a bishop and perhaps Pope, he would have fallen in love with her. The

mere fact of his proximity to her caused his mother to write to Grimani to find Casanova a more

“decent and dignified dwelling.” She wanted him out of Venice and arranged for him to follow

the newly appointed Bishop of Martorano to his new post within several months. Meanwhile,

the priests supervising his education transferred him to a seminary, before he fell prey to the

snares of the world. “Their idea was sheer madness,” Casanova snorted, but in the end, he

agreed.Attired as a seminarian, Casanova traveled to the monasteries of Murano and San

Cipriano, where stillness, silence, and piety reigned, and where it seemed that legions of

Romans, Etruscans, and other invaders had departed only the other day. In these

surroundings, he would lead an elemental yet refined existence.“I was shown three rooms in

which there were at least a hundred and fifty seminarians, ten or twelve classrooms, the

refectory, the dormitory, the gardens for walks during the hours of recreation, and I was given

to expect that my life here would be the happiest a young man could desire.” All of it, burnished

by the monks’ eloquence, “made me laugh.” Only the night before he had slept with two women

he jokingly called his “wives.” They had “sprinkled the bed with their tears mingled with mine.”

Two angels!The girls occupied his thoughts during the gondola ride to Murano when he was

seized with a fit of vomiting. Bewildered, the priests plied him with remedies, wholly unaware

that “the attack was the effect of the amorous efforts I had made all night with my two angels,

whom I feared I was holding in my arms for the last time.” He stumbled off in the direction of his

dormitory, where his trunk, cloak, and hat awaited him. He expected to be put into a class with

adults because of his height, but he wasn’t old enough. He told the rector he wished to join the

school of doctrinal theology, to learn the history of the Church, yet when the time came to take

a simple exam, he sabotaged himself, and was placed in a class consisting of nine- and ten-

year-old boys, to whom he grandly explained that he was actually a doctor. Later that day, the

rector confronted him: “Why did you pretend ignorance at your examination?” to which

Casanova retorted, “Why were you so unjust as to make me take it?” He later forged a bond

with a fifteen-year-old seminarian. “Within four days we became such fond friends that we were

jealous of each other. We sulked when one of us left to walk with anyone else.”Sleeping in the

dormitory proved more difficult. A prefect, “whose principal duty was to make very sure that no

seminarian got into bed with another,” presided. Masturbation was strictly forbidden. Such

restrictions outraged Casanova. “Ignorant fools,” he protested, and cited the example of

schoolboys in Germany who responded to similar rules by masturbating even more. “The



healthy man” needs release, yet the “prohibition stimulates him,” he declared. Schoolboys

masturbated “in order to have the pleasure of disobeying, a pleasure natural to all men since

the time of Eve and Adam.” In this regard, he preferred to side with the mother superiors of

convents, who “know from experience that there is not a girl who does not begin masturbating

at the age of seven, and they never think of forbidding them this childish practice, although it

can produce unfortunate results in girls, too, though less extensive because the excretion is

slight.”Nine days after arriving at the seminary, Casanova was startled to find his young friend

crawling into bed with him, but the prank alarmed him; they risked committing “the oldest of

crimes.” At that moment, the prefect caught the two together. Casanova’s friend, fleeing the

dormitory, knocked the prefect flat, and ran into the darkness.The next day, the rector promised

to protect the anonymity of the two offenders so long as they came to him to confess. The

matter would have ended there if Casanova hadn’t decided to visit the same boy in his

dormitory a few nights later. This time, they bungled their escape, and their lies only made

matters worse. Even Casanova couldn’t talk his way out of a severe punishment: “Four

menservants seized us, tied our arms together behind our backs, brought us back inside, and

made us kneel down before the great crucifix.” With the boys thus terrorized, the rector

preached a sermon, and servants went to work. “I then felt seven or eight strokes from the rope

or stick rain down on my shoulders, all of which, like my stupid companion, I took without

uttering a single word of complaint.” The pain was excruciating; his body soon recovered, but

his mind would take much longer than that.The moment he was freed, he asked for permission

to write a few lines to place “at the foot of the crucifix.” In them, he protested his innocence. The

letter spurred protests among the seminarians, who drove away the rector “amid a storm of

whistles and catcalls”—to no avail. The rector ordered all the offenders confined to a prison on

the sixth floor of the monastery. Merely climbing the steps was a form of penance. Casanova

fretted in a cell with only his bed for company, and two meals a day. On the fourth day, a priest

he knew, Tosello, arrived to commiserate. “The rector refuses to admit he is wrong.” In that

case, Casanova would flee with Tosello’s help. They made for a Jesuit monastery, where

Tosello abandoned him “without a soldo and possessed of nothing but what I had.”He

refreshed himself at the home of some acquaintances, and sought out his two female angels

for some sport, but soon he was on his way to have supper with his brother Francesco, now

living in a boardinghouse where “tyranny was as heavy on him as it was on me.” Casanova

promised to free his brother. First, he visited the pair of girls he’d taken calling his “little wives,

but, I confess to my shame, worry disabled love, despite the two weeks I had spent in

abstinence.” He vowed that the following night when they met he would be in an altogether

different state. After spending a morning in the elegant Marciana Library in the Piazza San

Marco, he was approached by a soldier who informed him that a gondola awaited Casanova;

the announcement made him cringe. “I loathed scandal and the disgrace of publicity.” Not

exactly: he thrived on it.The gondola, as he expected, belonged to Grimani. He entered into the

dark cabin, the curtain drew back, and the craft silently slid toward the Lido, the long sandbar

on the outskirts of Venice, known at this time for the fortress of Sant’Andrea. Casanova still had

no idea what would befall him at this semi-remote location. He found himself confined to a

guardhouse. Another soldier explained that he would remain there, receiving a soldier’s

meager pay, ten soldi a day. Exhausted, he “spent a sleepless night in the company of some

Slavonian soldiers who did nothing but sing, eat garlic, smoke tobacco that poisoned the air,

and drink Slavonian wine. It is like ink, and only a Slavonian can drink it.”He supped with the

major, his wife, and several officers, whom he diverted with his “natural gaiety” and a three-

hour narrative of his adventures and difficulties since the death of his grandmother. They all



tried to turn his struggle into a joke, and they went to bed in good humor. Whenever people

stopped to listen to his misfortune, he reflected, “I inspired in them friendliness enough to take

my part and be useful to me.” The trick, he explained, was to reveal even the most

embarrassing parts and blameworthy deeds. “I believe that a guilty man who dares to admit his

guilt to a just judge is more likely to be absolved than an innocent man who equivocates.”

Casanova was just such a man.He had stumbled across his métier. Recounting his various

escapades, defying authorities, seducing and being seduced by women and then telling stories

about it served as entertainment, confession, penance, and validation. He had discovered his

favorite subject: himself.On the morning of April 2, 1743, his eighteenth birthday, or as an

irritable Giacomo Casanova put it, “the fatal day of my entrance into this world,” he encountered

a “beautiful Greek woman” who beseeched him for help. She claimed her husband hadn’t been

promoted because she wouldn’t sleep with his commanding officer. If only Casanova could

write a petition on behalf of her poor husband, she would thank him with all her heart. He wrote

the letter, but she resisted his advances “as a matter of form” until she yielded to him. The

encounter was so enjoyable that he returned for more, and “she comes and rewards me yet

again.”Two days later, he discovered she’d given him a case of venereal disease. He castigated

the beautiful Greek woman for her “base conduct,” but she replied that it was his responsibility

to take precautions. “Burning with fury, she treated me to every insult that an outraged woman

could hurl at a man who had presumed to forget himself.” He bowed deeply and excused

himself from her presence as she denounced him as a “conceited ass.”He was reminded of his

shame weeks later, on Ascension Day in May, when his two angels—still nameless—visited

him at his fortress on the Lido to view the annual ceremony of the marriage of Venice and sea,

highlighted by the tossing of the wedding ring into the waves. When they were alone, he

recalled, the girls “flung themselves on my neck, thinking I would quickly give them good proof

of my constancy.” But not while he suffered from his venereal inflammation. “Alas! I gave them

only a profusion of kisses, pretending to be afraid that someone would come in,” and the

reunion sputtered to a conclusion.As the days and weeks in the fortress dragged on, he fell

victim to melancholy. In the oppressive June heat, as he watched sunlight sift aimlessly through

the gloom, he became bored, unhappy, and angry. In the midst of the doldrums, he was visited

accompanied by one of his tormentors, Razzetta, the emissary from Grimani with the tan

complexion, black wig, and scarlet cloak. The hatred between the two men became so intense

that Razzetta prepared to strike his enemy with a cane, but was restrained.Casanova lusted for

escape. He speculated that “a boat under my window into which I could drop, could put me in

Venice for the night and bring me back to the fortress before dawn, after I had accomplished

my purpose.” A few zecchini purchased the services of a boatman named Biago who agreed to

approach Casanova’s window at nightfall. When the boatman maneuvered into position,

Casanova lowered himself into the craft, and the two vigorously rowed to Venice, disembarking

at the Riva degli Schiavoni, the broad waterfront promenade beside Saint Mark’s

Square.Disguised in a sailor’s cloak, Casanova found his way to Razzetta’s house, waiting until

he saw his prey approaching from the Campo San Polo. That was all he needed to know, and

he swiftly returned to the fortress, with none the wiser for his brief absence.A few days later,

Casanova pretended to sprain his ankle badly enough to be confined to bed in his room, where

he encouraged his attendants to drink themselves senseless. As they lay in a stupor, he

returned to Venice in the boat with Biago, and went straight to a narrow canal beside the

Campo San Polo. It seemed “made on purpose for me to throw my enemy into.” When Razzetta

approached, Casanova raised his cudgel and smacked him on the head, on the arm, and with

still more blows pushed him into the fetid canal. He fled across the square “like a bird,”



traversed the canal, and climbed aboard the boat in which he’d arrived. Returning to his room

at Sant’Andrea by midnight, he feigned convulsions to awaken his sleeping caretakers,

surreptitiously tossed out the potions they administered to treat it, and fell asleep. He awoke to

the “great news” that Razzetta had been beaten and tossed into the canal, yet survived. “All the

better for you, for your case would be much worse. Everyone is convinced that it was you who

committed the crime.”Suffering a broken nose, missing teeth, and painful bruises, Razzetta

yearned to punish his attacker, but a formal investigation cleared Casanova, who had been the

suspect, but was believed to have an alibi, and Razzetta, the victim, had to pay court costs.

What a crazy affair! With a combination of guile and luck, Casanova had gotten away with

attempted murder and made a reputation as a young man not to be trifled with.Shortly

afterward, he petitioned for his release from Sant’Andrea, and to his surprise, he received it. In

jest, he told the major in charge that “I preferred his house to the city of Venice,” and the major

responded by confining him to the fortress for an extra week. During that time, he was joined

by an illustrious cell mate, Count Giuseppe Bonafede, a Florentine who’d settled in Venice and

occasionally spied for the Republic. Of greater interest was the Count’s visiting fifteen-year-old

daughter, “who struck me as a beauty of a new kind. She was light blonde, with large blue

eyes, an aquiline nose, and a fine mouth.” Furthermore, “her figure was so slight that it seemed

artificial, and her bosom, which was broad above, revealed itself as a splendid tablet unbroken

save by two little rosebuds, rather far apart.”As they strolled around the fortress, the Signorina

boasted of her sketches of Adam and Eve. He assumed her Eve would be lifelike and Adam

idealized, but she corrected him: Adam displayed every single muscle. The innuendo became

so intense that he “became indecent and quite unable to hide the fact, for, the heat being

intense, I was wearing linen breeches.” The situation became even more dire when she lost

one of her shoes; as he knelt to replace it on her foot, he looked up and realized she wore

nothing under her skirt. The glimpse “very nearly made me drop dead.” The awkward flirtation

“made me feel so ashamed that I hated myself and did not doubt that she not only hated me in

return but despised me.”On the eighth day of his additional confinement, Casanova obtained

his formal release from the fortress. He spent his first night of liberty with his two angels. In the

morning, he went to see Grimani in the company of the major. Surprised by Grimani’s advice to

“forgive Razzetta,” Casanova confessed that he had cudgeled the brute. The admission was

met with disbelief. How could Casanova have done this while confined in the fortress with a

sprained ankle? Perhaps he’d devised the perfect alibi, after all.He called on the young

Contessa whom he’d met at the fortress. “Going to see an angel, I believed that I should enter

a corner of Paradise.” Instead, “I find myself in a drawing room in which was nothing but three

or four rotting wooden chairs and an old, dirty table.” This was not the splendid nobility he had

imagined when he first encountered the Count and his daughter; they were barnabotti, the

destitute nobility who subsisted on meager charity, centered around the parish of San

Barnaba, from which they took their name. Even in reduced circumstances, they kept their

seats in the Great Council, but, uneducated and undesirable, the barnabotti toiled as

shopkeepers or lived on public charity. Free housing was available for this privileged but

disenfranchised caste so long as they refrained from marriage and children. They were so poor

that they pawned their good clothing, went without eating for days to collect a few coins, and

attended mass regularly so that their names remained on the church’s charity rolls.Casanova

uttered a few words of consolation to the girl, who was ready to display her drawings of Adam

and Eve. Explaining “I have long been accustomed to poverty,” she showed him her spare room

containing a table, chair, a small mirror, and “a bed turned up so that only the bottom of the

mattress was visible. The spectator was thus left free to imagine that there were sheets.” But



there were none. A “stench of no recent date” overwhelmed him. “Never was a lover more

quickly cured.” He wanted to fling a handful of zecchini at this pitiable family and flee. Instead,

he forced himself to view the girl’s drawings. They showed talent, and he asked why she didn’t

learn to paint, in the hope of selling her wares. She explained that a box of colors cost two

zecchini, more than she could afford. He offered her six, and she tearfully accepted. “I placed a

kiss on her lips that she was free to believe came from tenderness.” He promised to return, but

ten years would pass before he saw the young Contessa again.“What a lesson!” he reflected

after his departure, as he pondered the ways women inflame and deceive men by appealing to

the imagination. And most men were only too willing to be deceived in the name of love.When

the time came to leave Venice for the South of Italy to join the Bishop of Martorano, Casanova

accompanied the Venetian Ambassador to Ancona, a seaport located on the Adriatic about two

hundred and fifty miles south of Venice. Neither as grand nor as debauched as Venice, Ancona

boasted a large cathedral dating to the thirteenth century, and hosted an expanding Jewish

population that invigorated the city’s economy. Casanova couldn’t wait to go, but first he visited

his two angels, “who were certain that they would never see me again,” which meant that they

“spent the night between joy and sorrow, between laughter and tears.”There remained the

necessity of packing his belongings, his papers, and, he added, “all the forbidden books I

owned,” without specifying what they might be. The Venetian Inquisition considered books

about mysticism and the Kabbalah blasphemous, and in all likelihood these were books on

those subjects. Casanova had no idea how long he would be gone from Venice; perhaps he

never would return. His landlady of the moment predicted his absence would last no more than

a year; with her extensive knowledge of the world she’d never been wrong, or so she said.One

last thing: Grimani, relieved to see the reckless boy depart, gave him ten zecchini, sufficient to

sustain him. En route he lost the ten zecchini, and thirty more of his own, playing faro, an

addictive card game involving a single deck, a banker, and several punters, or gamblers, who

won or lost according to whether or not exposed cards matched. When the game was played

strictly according to the rules, the house, or bank, had practically no advantage, so in time

gambling establishments everywhere devised subtle ways to dupe the punters. This was

precisely what happened to Casanova. To raise funds for another round of gambling, he

pawned the contents of his trunk, bet the proceeds, and lost it all again.As he prepared for bed,

he saw “the loathsome signs of the same malady of which I had been cured less than two

months before. I went to sleep stupefied. I woke eleven hours later, but I was so utterly

dejected that I continued to drowse.” He couldn’t bear bringing his condition to the attention of

a doctor, or to return to Venice. “My life had become a burden to me,” he lamented. Instead, he

continued the journey, refusing to eat, “in a state of complete apathy,” finding relief only when

he bedded a flirtatious housekeeper. For a while he forgot “all the causes of gloom that could

not but overwhelm any reasonable man,” hesitating at the point of committing what he called an

“unforgivable sin,” that is, transmitting his stubborn venereal disease. But she was alluring;

there was no turning back, and so he possessed her, enjoying his sweet release as he

managed to conceal his condition from her.At last he arrived by boat in Ancona. A loyal

Venetian, he considered the port inferior, “except for a dike built at great expense.” He

disembarked, prepared to endure twenty-eight days of quarantine in a lazaretto on suspicion of

harboring plague. Wearily accustomed to this form of confinement, “I rented from the Jews a

bed, table, some chairs, the hire for which I was to pay at the end of the quarantine.” A monk,

Frate Steffano, kept him company, slept on straw, and won his trust. Before long Casanova was

telling him of his “sad situation,” which, to his surprise, delighted the monk, who proposed an

arrangement. He would take care of the young man if he in turn would write letters for the



monk, who could scrawl his name (with either hand, he boasted), but that was all. Casanova

naturally agreed, adding passages in Latin as the monk directed (“even the ones addressed to

women”). Occasionally he corrected the monk’s shaky grasp of ecclesiastical history, only to be

rebuffed, and when he refused to write any more, the monk threatened to stop feeding

him.Casanova planned to journey on foot to Loreto, in the province of Ancona, the seat of the

Basilica della Santa Casa, a sacred destination popular with pilgrims. “I reached that holy city

tired to death. It was the first time in my life that I had done fifteen miles on foot, drinking

nothing but water.” At a comfortable inn he slept for ten hours. Refreshed, he hiked inland for

hours to the town of Muccia, where he tried jumping over a ditch and sprained his ankle “so

painfully I could not walk another step.” He had no recourse except to pray for help. Deliverance

arrived an hour later in the form of a peasant, who transported him to Serravale, where he

passed writhing in agony on a bed of straw in a peasant’s house.At last a surgeon came to

examine Casanova’s ankle, prescribed three days’ rest, and arranged to have his patient

transported to an inn. On the fourth day, he was ready to be on his way, but there remained the

awkward necessity of settling the bill. Casanova had only his riding coat to offer; it was raining,

and he dreaded giving it away, but he had no choice. Frate Steffano, making the same journey,

but at a slower pace, appeared, “laughing like a madman.” The coincidence astonished the

young man, who wondered about the role Providence played in his life, “yet I felt comforted

when I saw this fool, this rascal, this ignorant scoundrel appear, because I did not doubt for a

moment that he would rescue me from my difficulties.”When the mismatched pair of pilgrims

finally reached Rome, the Bishop was no longer there, having left instructions for Casanova to

meet him in Naples. Casanova finally caught up with his elusive quarry in the remote village of

Martorano, Calabria. It was quickly apparent to both that this grim setting would never do. The

Bishop sent Casanova back to Rome bearing letters of introduction to Cardinal Acquaviva and

a priest, Father Georgi, reputed to be on good terms with the Pope. “Don’t make any

acquaintances without consulting me,” Father Georgi advised Casanova. And avoid the

coffeehouses. “If you must go, listen and do not talk.” And when Casanova presented his

credentials to the Cardinal, he must dress as a “modest abate.”
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bits are - well - naughty, and the dramatic bits (especially his escape from prison), are exciting.

The writing is deft and and accessible.  Highly recommended!”
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